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ABSTRACT

INonlinear motion equations were used to predict
vertical planar trajectories of the Basic Finner Missile ob-

served previously in underwater model experiments at
California Institute of Technology. Values of he hydrodynamic

[coefficients appearing in the motion equations were obtained
from Basic Finner experiments made previously at CIT, Bureau

of Standards, aid Davidson Laboratory. Coefficients also were

estimated on theoretical grounds. The observed trajectories

[could not be predicted using experimental coefficients alone.
However, theoretical coefficients yielded predictions that

agreed well with the observed motions. Computed trajectories

were particularly sensitive to independent changes in tho
values of the hydrodynamic static and damping derivative coef-
ficients. However, when these values were kept consistent

with relations expressing theiy physical interdependence, they

I could be varied over fairly wide ranges without appreciably
affecting the predictions.I

I
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I
INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of this study is to determine

whether observed uaderwater trajectories of the Basic Finner
Missile can be pred.Icted using equations of motion and hydro-

dynamic coefficients obtained from experiment or theory. The

current work is part of a larger program, sponsored by the
Bureau of Naval Weapons, to verify present day trajectory pre-

diction methods.

The Basic Firmer Missile (Fig. 1) consists of a
5cylindrical shaft, pointed at the forward end, and a set of

large, wedge-shaped, cruciform tail fins. Although used for

I research in both aerodynamics and hydrodynamics, it is essen-
tially prototypal of a supersonic aerodynan.ic missile. Partly

3 because of its blunt base, but primarily because of the great

size of its fins, the hydrodynamic reactions it develops in

underwater flight, are extremely large compared with those on

a typical hydrodynamic body (e.g., missiles, torpedoes,
submarines) of similar length and cross-sectional area, flying

I at the same speed and attitude. Consequently, the hydro-
dynamic derivative coefficients for the Basic Finner not only
are very large compared with those of mori representative

underwater craft,' but also are influenced abnormzlly by the

lift and drag characteristicd of its fin configuration.

Measurements of the hydrodynamic forces and moments
acting on Basic Finner models under various conditions have

been made by Kermeen,2 Kiceniuk,3 '4 Heald and Adams,5 and

Savitsky and Prowse. e Extensive model trajectory measurements

have been reported by Price.7  Stubstad,e Parrish,9 and

Stubstad and Waughlo also have published results of trajectory

tests. In addition, some heretofore unpublished Basic Fnner
trajectory data have been made available to Davidson Laboratory

I by the Bureau of Naval Weapons.

I
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Some wcrk has been done also in comparing measured

Basic Firmer trajectory data with results obtained using
motion equations. Price7 and Stubstad and Waughl° have em-

ployed nonlinear motion equations as models for curve-fits of

observed trajectory data, to define hydrodynamic force func-
tions numerically. Stubstad8 has used the solution of a

linear system of motion equations as a basis for curve-fitting

observed trajectory data to obtain the numerical values of
three physical constants. Caster1 1 also has curve-fitted

observed trajectory data, by specifying all but one of the

hydrodynamic terms appearing in a system of nonlinear motion

equations and varying the unspecified term. Parrish e has
compared observed trajectory data with results computed using

a linear system of motion equations. Of all the previous
work, however, only Parrish's is an actual comparison of com-

puted and observed trajectories, and this, being a single

comparison, is not a sufficient basis for any definite con-

clusions regarding either toe correct forms of the motion

equations or the adequacy of the hydrodynamic data.

The model t,ajectory experiments forming the basis
for comparison with the trajectories predicted herein include
those reported by Price,7 and some supplied direotly to

Davidson Laboratory by the Bureau of Naval Weapons. Th- ex-
periments were performed at the Controlled Atmosphere Launch-

ing Tank of the California Institute of Technology (CIT). 7

The Price results Pre vertical planar trajectories
in which heavier-than-water models are dropped from resc.

Both straight (seven runs) and curved (eight runs) vertical

trajectories are included. The results supplied by the
Bureau of Naval Weapons are iertical planac trajectories in

which heavier-than-water (eight runs), lighter-than-water
(two runs), and neutrall buoyant (one run) models are launched

with nonzero horizontal velocitles.



These results all belong to the class of vertical

Iplanar trajectories. For purposes of the present study, they

were categorized further according to the number of degrees

0I of freedom of the motion and the type of initial conditions.

Four categories were established: high speed vertical planar

0trajectories, low speed vertical planar trajectories, straight
vertical trajectories, and a straight horizontal trajectory.

The first and fourth categories inclide the trajec-

tories supplied by the Bureau of Naval Weapons; the second and

third consist of the results reported by Price. Differentia-

tion between the data from the two sources is based on the

prevailing flow conditions. In each trajectory reported by

Price, the model is dropped from rest. Hence, the motions

run in or, at least, through the laminar flow regime. In the

I runs supplied by BuWeps, the model is launched at high enough

velocity so that the flow is turbulent throughout virtually
3 the entire trajectory. Moreover, the angles of attack at-

tained in the high speed (BuWeps) trajectories are restricted

* to the range IaI<6.5, whereas attack angles as high as a=300
1 3are attained in the low speed (Price) runs.

I Since actual motions of full-scale missiles are in-

variably in the turbulent flow regime, the results of the

present study of primary practical importance are those per-

taining to the high speed (BuWeps) trajectories. Although
emphasis apparently was about evenly divided between high and

I low speed trajectories in the phase of the Basic Finner pro-
gram devoted to vertical planar trajectory measurements, the

I relative unimportance of the low speed motions appears to

have been considered in the planning of the hydrodynamic force

I and moment measurements. These essentially were restricted to

Reynolds number in the range 0.4xlO6  Re _ 8.5x10.O This is

similar to the ranges attained in the high speed trajectories,

but ignores the range 0 Re < O.4xlO, 6 included in each of

R-898
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the low speed trajectories. Similarly, the range of attack

angles covered in the force and moment measurements,

-130 < < 200, encompasses those attained in the high speed

trajectories but not those of the low speed runs.

The reason for differentiating between the one

degree of freedom and three degrees of frdedom trajectories

is that with zero angle of attack (one degree of freedom

trajectories), the complexity of the hydrodynrmi- reactions

i very much reduced due to the symmetry of tht flow. Since

Reynolds number and angle of attack effects are strongly r
coupled, this distinction is particularly significant for the

case of the low speed trajectories, where the ranges of flight

angle of attack are greatest and where the available hydro-

dynamic force and moment data are most limited.

This research was performed under the sponsorship

of the Bureau of Naval Weapons under BuWeps Contract

NOW 60-0341-d and DL Project LM 2328.
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EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The motion equations used in the prediction of the

Basic Pinner model trajectories were derived from general

equations of motion for a submerged body formulated by

Strumpf.12  The general equations were simplified by the fol-

lowing assumptions:

1. The mass and mass distribution of the body do not
vary with time.

2. The body possesses both horizontal and vertical
planes of symmetry.

3. No thrust or control forces or moments act on
the body.

I 4. The center of gravity lies on the longitudinal
centerline of the body.

5. The products of inertia are zero.

6. The moments of inertia about the y and z axes
are equal.*

7. The body is constrained to move in a vertical
plane, i.e., v(1=r) 4-0-. W

8. The hydrodynamic derivatives Xw, Xqq, Z, M'k
are equal to zero.

9. Hydrodynamic terms of order three and higher

(e.g., terms of the form Z~www3 , Zww2 areI negligible.

Assumptions 1 through 6 are based upon the physical

I properties of the tested Basic Finner model configurations.

Assumption r restricts the general equations to the three

I degreec of freedom (vertical plane) cases considered in the

present study. Assumption 8 is customary in analyses of this

nature and is consistent with the results of previous

research.12,1

* The coordinate system and det'inItIons of' all symbols usedin this report are pre3ented in Appendix A.
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Assumption 9 was dictated by practical considers-

tions. Provided the hydrodynamic forces and moments are

analytic functions of the body velocity and acceleration com-

ponents, they can be approximated theoretically to any accu-

racy by Taylor series expansions of sufficiently high order.

In practical application, however, the inclusion of Taylor

series terms of order higher than the first is discouraged by

the limitations of available experimental and theoretical

methods for determining the numerical valucs of' nonlinear

hydrodynamic derivatives. The usual practice in past trajec-

tory prediction work has been to employ linear equations. 8'9' 4

The equations used in the present study, however, represent a

compromise. Although most nonlinear hydrodynamic effects are

neglected, all inertial and gravity forces and moments are in-

cluded. The drawbacks of linear equations are reduced, where-

as the amount of required hydrodynamic data is kept to a mini-

mum. Like linearized equatlons, however, the present motion

equations should not be expected to apply to cases where the

hydrodynamic forces ard moments are highly nonlinear and the

motions deviate appreciably from the point, u, v, w, ...=u, O,

0, ... (a=0), about which the Taylor series are expanded.
12

On the basis of assumptions 1 through 9, the general

longitudinal force equation, vertical force equation, and

pitching moment equation,12 respectively, reduce to

m(d+qw-x~q2 )= -(W-B)sine+ AxXt(u 2 +w2 )+ wq) , (2)

m( -qu-xi4) = (W-B)coso + # AxZ1 uw + Axt(Z'*+Ztuq) (3)

Iyy4+mxG(qu-*)= -WXGcosO+ f A tM1 4+ A t2Mquq+ #AxtMwuw* ( 4 )

All of the quantities appearing in these equations are aerined

in the Nomenclature (Appendix A) and thoroughily discussed in

ref. 12, which is readily available. Accordingly, no detailed

discussion will be presented here. However, the various terms

* The subsidiar relation required for solution of these equations re-

duces to q - e (see Appendix C).

It-898
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I
will be described in a general way. The terms on the loft-

I hand aide of each equation are inertial termas the familiar

"and "9$It)" terms of Newton's second law. The first
terms on the right-hand side of the equations are forces and

moments arising due to the influence of gravity. All other

term3 are forues and moments of hydrodynamic origin. Note

that the artifice of introducing the so-called "virtual masses"

and "virtual moments of inertia," common in the formulation of

motion equations for hydrodynamic bodies, is avoided. No dis-
tinction is drawn between the hydrodynamic reactions

(e.g., #A4xAd) often accounted for in this way s ' 5  and any
other hydrodynamic forces and moments.

Equations 2 through 4 are the equations of vertical

planar motion employed in this study. They were used in the
m predictions 'or both high speed and low speed vertical planar

trajectories. However, their applicability to the two dif-

3 ferent case* is far from equal. Under the conditions prevail-

ing in the important case of the high speed trajectories, all

LI assumptions made in their derivation are reasonable. In these

runs, the flight angles of attack are restricted to a range

( J< 6.50) in which the available data 5 indicate that the
nonlinear angle of attack dependence (or, equivalently,

w-dependence) of the hydrodynamic forces and moments is not

significant. No Basic Pinner force and moment data for non-
zero values of pitch angular velocity q are available, but re-

sults of previous Davidson Laboratory studies1'6 "7 indicate

that q-w coupling and nonlinear q terms may reasonably be

neglected for the ranges of angular velocity (q' < 0.2) and

angle of attack attained in the high speed runs.

I The situation is vastly different for the case of
the low speed trajectories. Angles of attack as great as 300

are attained in some of these flights. Under these conditions,

higher order Taylor series terms definitely are required to

I
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represent the hydrodynamic reactions accurately. Hence the

present mathematical model for the hydrodynamic forces and
moments is clearly unrealistic under the conditions prevail-

U.Z in the low speed vertical planar trajectories.

The extreme attack angles in these runs invariably

are attoined in conjunction with Reynolds numbers lower than
the minimum value (0.4xlOO) covered In the Basic Finner force

and moment measurements. 2a  Hence no experimentul data for
direct evaluation of the nonlinear hydrodynamic effects is

available unless it can be assumed that such effects are not

significantly Reynolds number dependent. But such an assump-
tion would be in contradiction to previous experience.8'8'e

In any events no Basic Finner force and moment data are avail-
able for Ii > 200, at any Reynolds number. Because of the
limited practical importance of such low Reynolds number

motions of hydrodynamic missiles, applicable experimental data
for ether configurations similar to the Basic Finner are not

available either. Finally, reliable methods for evaluating

the required quantitiee theoretically have not been developed.

Since the low speed vertical plan&r tra.lectories

are of little practical interest anyway, it was felt that
efforts to obtain additional detailed hydrodynamic force and
moment data for the low Reynolds number-high attack angle

regime were not warranted. However, since the trajeutory

measurements had been completed already and the results were
available,7 it was felt that an attempt should be made to pre-
dict them using the present motion equations.

For the straight horizontal trajectory prediction,

eqs. 2 through 4 are modified by the substitutions

w = w = q = = e = W - B = 0 (5)

R-898
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Only the longitudinal force equation remains nontrivial1 re-

* ducing to

m XOu+# Xu6 (6)
Similarly1 for the straight vertical trajectory predictions,

I the substitutions
w =" (7)w-w-q-q-O, 6--i-,

I yield, simply,

ma - # AxX~u2 + # AxUA6 + (w-B) (8)

Note that the restrictions to one degree of freedom
I motions yield equations (eqs. 6 and 8, respectively, for

horizontal and vertical flight) which, although nonlinear,

nevertheless are soluble by exact analytic methods, which the

three degrees of freedom equations (eqs. 4 through 6) are not
(see Appendix C). This simplification in computation is

I matched by the reduction in the complexity of the actual phy-

sical situation reiulting from the absence of angles of attack

or angular velocities.

R-898
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HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

'There are two major sources of error in predicting

underwater trajectories with motion equations.'3  The first

is in the functional representations given to the external

forces and moments, particularly those of hydrodynamic origin,

acting on the missile during flight (discussed in the preced-

ing section). The second is in the numerical values used for

the various quantities appearing in the motion equations.

Since such quantities as the density of water, the length of

the missile, its cross-sectional area, weight, displacement,

moment of inertia, and CO location presumably are known with

great accuracy, the crux of this problem lies in the hydro-

dynamic derivative coefficients. For ttie Basic Finner, values
for these quantities are available from the results of several

experiments,2 -6 as well as from calculations based on a number

of existing theories.

The important features of each of the experiments

whose data were used to obtain values for the hydrodynamic

force and moment derivative coefficients are summarized in

Table 1.

The experimental methods customarily employed for

evaluating hydrodynamic force and moment derivative coeffi-

clents can be divided into two general classes. The first

class consists of "static" methods, in which forces and

moments acting on a model are measured directly as functions

of the linear and angular velocity and acceleration components

(and any other pertinent variables). Then the derivatives are

evaluated from the data according to their definitions, e.g.,

Z' is the slope of the curve of Z' vs w', with u'=u',
W 0

O'=v'=4'=4' =p'=f'=... = 0, evaluated at the point w'=O. In

the second general class of experimental methods, the forces

and moments are not measured. Instead, forced oscillatory

R-808
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motions of the model are induced, and such quantities as dis-
placement response amplitude and phase lag are recorded. The
hyarodynaAo forces and moments are expressed as linear func-

tions of the velocity and acceleration components of the model
relative to the fluid# and combined with similar linear repre-
sentations for the applied forces and moments of mechanical
origin, in a system of linear motion equations whose solutions

are used to express the hydrodynamic derivatives in terms of
the measured motion parametera. The second column of Table I

oharacterizes each of the Basic Pinner experiments as "static"
or "oscillatory," depending upon the class to which it belongs.

The derivative coefficients obtained from the data
of each experiment are listed in the third column of Table I.
The derivation of these quantities from the available data

consisted, generally, of three steps: 1) evaluation of deriva-
tives from plotted d;at 2) conversion to a standard nondimen-

sionaliz&tion basis; and 3) adJuntment to the x,yz, coordinate
system with origin at the CB. The fourth column of Table I,

outlines these steps in detail for each result.

UThe values ot each of the hydrodynamic derivative

coefficients determined as indicated in Table I were plotted

versus Reynolds number. Figure 2 shows such a plot for the
case of the zeroth order derivative Xot (the drag coefficient),

the derivative for which the Reynolds number data are most ex-

tensive. Scatter between the various experiments at a given

Reynolds number is as great as the variation with Reynolds

number within a given experiment. This was found to be the

general case when values for a coefficient were available
from more than one source. On this basis, it was assumed that

I the influence of Reynolds number on the Basic Pinner hydro-
dynamic derivative coefficient3 is negligible for Reynolds

* numbers in the range, O.4xlOe  Re 8 .5xlO,e the total range
S of the various experiments. This covers the ranges of

R
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Reynolds number attained in all of the high speed vertical

planar trajectories.

Experimentally derived values for the Basic Finner

hydrodynamic derivative coefficients are presented in

Table II. With the exception of the results obtained from

the data of Heald and Adams, 5 these values represent averages

estimated from all the data reported in each reference. The

Heald and Adams data have been given added weight by consider-

ing separately the results of experiments using (four) dif-

ferent models. The emphasis on these data is in accordance

with the relative thoroughness and clarity of the results pro-
sented in the various references.2

- e

In general, there are substantial differences in

measurements of hydrodynamic force and moment derivative co-
efficients for a supposedly identical configuration tested by

different laboratories.' 0 2 1 The present case is by no means

an exception to this rule. The ranges of valucs determined

from the various experiments for X., Z, M.,, and M' (the de-
rivatives for which more than one value are available) are,

respectively, 53%, 20%, 31%, and 133% of the average value for

each. Perhaps more significantly, the ranges of these values

determined from the results of a single laboratory, the

National Bureau of Standards (reported by Heald and AdamsS),
are,respectively, 40%, 19%, 8%, and 44% of these same averages.

There are three major factors that generally con-

tribute to the discrepancies between repeated experimental de-

terminations of the hydrodynamic derivative coefficients. All

undoubtedly are significant in the case of the Basic Pinner
results. The first is in the subjective methods used in

handling the experimental data. Each of the values listed in

Table II was established on the basis of at least one curve-

fitting procedure. Some of theve curve fits were performed

at Davidson Laboratory in the course of the present study

R-898
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(see Appendix B); others were performed at the facilitios

where the experiments were made. In some of the latter

oases,"' s it is impossible to assess the importance of this

factor directly, because the raw test data and/or descriptions

of the curve-fitting techniques used are not available. it is
reasonable to assume, however, that the uncertainty in fitting

these data is no less than that in fitting the other Basic
Finner data. That this uncertainty is significant can be seen

clearly from the sample derivations of values for hydrodynamic
coefficients from test data 5 presented in Appendix B. In fact,

I listing ranges of values in Table II might have been more ap-
propriate than showing the discrete values. Thus, -11.9

I(Table II# row 1, column 1) would be replaced by -12.0gZ-ll.8.
Similarly, -2.4 (row 1, column 2) would be replaced by

* -2.5<M<-2.2. However, it was felt that the uncertainty in
the tabulated values would be sufficiently apparent without

introducing this additional complication.

The second factor contributing to the discrepancies
i between the repeated determinations of the hydrodynamic coef-

ficients is actual physical differences in the hydrodynamic

force and moment components measured under supposedly identi-
cal conditions. Such differences can arise from many sources.

Perhaps the most obvious is variations between the test
I vehicles themselves. The sharp, characteristically super-

sonic lines of the Basic Pinner are no doubt impossible to
duplicate exactly. Possibly small differences in construction
or even in surface roughness could have great enough influ-
ences on flow development to affect materially the lift and
drag characteristics of the body and/or fins. A second source
is errors in setting and/or measuring physical parameters.
Even small errors in such quantities as angle of attack or
flow velocity, or in the alignment of balances, can produce
large discrepancies in reporteQ values of force ana moment
coefficients. A third source common to all experimental

R
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techniques, is the presence of the strut, i.e., the member

which supports the test vehicle. Often, the measurements

made include the effects of forces and moments acting on the

strut am well as those acting on the test vehicle itself. In

other cases, the measurements include only the reactions ex-

erted on the test vehicle. In either event, the acting forces

and moments can be different from those which would act if the

strut were not present in the flow field. In certain of the

Basic Pinner experiments, 2 4 attempts were made to remove
strut effects from the data by methods assuming linear super-

position of hydrodynamic effects of different crigin. In the

remaining cases, strut interference either was assumed neg-
ligible, '5 or its influence was noted but not evaluated

quantitatively.6

The remaining factor contributing to the discrepan.

cies in the hydrodynamic coefficients is the presupposition

of functional relationships between the hydrodynamic forces
and moments and the various motion parameters. This factor

is characteristic of the techniques categorized here as

"oscillatory" methods (see Table I). These techniques depend

upon the assumption that the hydrodynamic forces and moments

acting during the tests are linear functions of the various

velocity and acceleration components of the test vehicle re-

lative to the fluid. However, since the test motions general-

ly are extremely complicated oscillatory motions (much more

complicated than the trajectories now being studied), it is

questionable whether the assumption is well founded and, con-

sequently, whether the oscillator derived values for the

hydrodynamic coefficients are reliable.

Table II also includes a row of items labeled,

"Values Estimated From Theory." This row lists discrete

values for all the required hydrodynamic coefficients except

the four static and damping derivative coefficients,

Zw, Mw , Z', and M'. For these quantities, the table refers

R-898
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to Fig. 3, which shown theoretically derived ranges for their

values and the interrelationships between them.

The derivation of all the results presented in

Table II and Fig. 3 is described in detail in Appendix B.

However, the more important features of the derivations are

pointed out and discussed in the present section.

The static and damping derivatives were estimated
using two different theories. It in inherent in both theories

that the static moment derivative ioefficient, M' and the

damping force and moment derivative coefficients, Z' and M10

respectively, are all strongly dependent upon the static

force derivative coefficient, Z.. In fact, the only differ-

seoes in the resuls derived from the two theories as applied

herein stei from differences in the estimates for Z.. Each

method uses slender body theory to predict the contribution
to Z. made by the bare hull. One of the methods, due to

Flax and Lawrence,2' uses low aspect ratio wing theoryc to
predict the contribution of the fins, and the results of Low

and Stone, 4 Sprbiter,'5 and Lennertz 4° to account for the

fin-body interference effects. The other method, used in the
past by Davidson Laboratory and others in airship and torpedo

work, uses high aspect ratio wing theory, in conjunction with

a fin aspect ratio augmentation based on gsomatric considera-

tions, to predict z{, the contribution to Z' due to the force
on the fin plus all fin-body interactions. The low aspect

ratio theory predicts a value (Z - -13.7) considerably

greater in magnitude than that derived from the airship theory

(zwt - -11.6). Reference to Tablc II, however, reveals that
both values are included in the range of the experimental re-

I sults for Z

A review was made of previous test results, to com-

3 pare experimentally determined values for z' with values com-

puted on the basis of each theory. The results of the review

I
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were Inoonclusive, am illustrated by the comparisons pre-
vented in Table III for four different hydrodynamic missiles.

The airship theory value in in oloser agreement with the
measurement in three of the four oases. However, the opposite
is true in the fourth case, which is une of a number of such

casens reported by Flax and Lawrence."

The influence of Z on the other static and damping

derivatives is dependent upon the parameter x,, the longi-
tudinal coordinate of the point of applioation of z, (see

Appendix B). No theoretical method for a precise determina-
tion of this quantity is known. However, experimental

evidence' indicates that xl corresponds to a longitudinal co-

ordinate of the fine on the body. Various values have been
used for this quantity in previous studies. In particular,

values corresponding to the fin mid-chord and fin quarter
chord (the aerodynamic center in airfoil theory) both have
been utilized.1002 4 In the prasent study, estimates for ?1 1

Zs and M were made on the basis of xi values correspondingq
to all longitudinrl coordinates on the fins, i.e., from

*x - -0.30, the leading edge, to xt w -0.40# the trailing

edge. The graphs of Fig. 3 present the results as functions

of xl. Two curves of values are shown for each coefficient.
These correspond to results cased on values for zI derived
using both the low aspect ratio theory and the airship theory.

The ranges of the theoretically estimated values

for the static and damping derivative coefficients are

-13.7 Z' -11.6, -3.83 % < -2.02, -5.48 < V -3.68,
and -2.19 NO -1.19. These ranges are, respectively, 17%,
62%, 39%, and 59% of the mean calculated value for each co-
efficient. In view of the magnitudes of these ranges, the
theoretical estimates appear to be of little help in estab-
lishing values for the static and damping derivative coeffi-
cients for use in trajectory predictions. It will be shown

iz-898
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later, however, that the theoretical relationships are valu-
able Indeed, because of the fact that they express in mathe-

matical tome a basic physical truth, viz., that the static
and damping derivatives are not independent quantities but
that there exist definite relationships between them. The

signifioance of this fact and the value of its mathematical

expression by eqs. B-1 through B-4 in shown in the following

section.

The computi. istimates for the remaining hydro-
dynamic coefficients, X., X1, Z, MI, and X Q, were derived,u I T q_ q
with the guidance of theoretical and/or empirical relation-

ships published in the literature. In all these estimates,
the effects of the mutual interference between body and finr

were assumed negligible. The drag coefficient# X It was

estimated on the basis of empirical results due primarily to
Hoerner.4 The longitudinal virtual mass coefficient, Xa,

was estimated on the basis of empirical results presented by
Yes-Tak Yu.2e mu? The normal virtual mass coefficient, ZI,

and the virtual moment of iertia coefficient, M4. 
weri

estimated using equations derived on the basis of gaornetric
considerations, with the bare hull effects estimated using
the Lamb coefficients,"5 and the results of Yee-Tak Yu*7 used

again to estimate the contributions of the fins. The second
order derivative, X # was assumed to be equal to Z on the
basis of potential theory."5

There are two additional sets of hydrodynamic coef-

ficient values presented in Table II. Each of the "Average
Experimental Values" was obtained by averaging the values in

the rows above it, i.e., the experimentally derived values
discussed previously. The second set, labeled, "NPG Analysis--

see section beginning on p. 10" was derived from previous

work by Caster." In that study, all but one of the hydro-

dynamic terms appearing in a system of nonlinear motion
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equations are specified and the remaining term (the damping

force derivative term) is varied to find the value giving the

best overall agreement between three different pairs of pre-

dicted and observed Basic Finner trajectories. The deriva-

tive coefficients presented here were evaluated from the

hydrodynamic input data corresponding to the best fit.

The data presented in Table II and Fig. 3 represent

the total body of available information from which the hydro-

dynamic input data required for the Basic Finner trajectory

predictions could be drawn. With the exception of the values

derived from the results of the NPG curve-fitting analysis 5
1

this information was obtained without recourse to trajectory

measurements. This is a very important distinction, since

the practical value of a trajectory prediction technique re-

quiring input data obtained from trajectory measurements

surely is limited.

Becaure of the problems discussed previously, how-

ever, the selection of one set of hydrodynamic input data from

the results obtained independent of trajectory measurements

really could not be made in a logical manner. The available

experimental data were incomplete and imprecise. The sources

of experimental error were numerous and often impossible to

evaluate quantitatively. The values estimated by theoretical

calculations also were extremely uncertain. Consequently, the

primary hope for acnieving successful trajectory predictions

was that the computed trajectories would prove insensitive to

variations in the values used for the hydrodynamic derivative

coefficients.

Ii
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1
I

TRAJECTORY PREDICTIONS

I High Speed Vertical Planar Trajectories

3 The ten trajectory predictions discussed in the

present section correspond to experiments in which a model is

launched with nonzero horizontal velocity and zero vertical
velocity and decelerates throughout a trajectory in the verti-
cal plane. The test vehicles range in density from u 0.81
to - .o. In eight of tha trajectories (W>1)0 the model
falls under the influence of gravity; in the other two (W < 1)

I it rises. For a model with . 2.0, the longitudinal position
of the CO is varied from .025 model lengths aft of the CB to3 .025 model length forward of the CB. In each run, the model

is launched at high enough velocity so that the flow is tur-
bulent throughout virtually the entire trajectory. Hence the

I high speed vertical planar trajectories are representative of
certain motions executed by full scale torpedoes, submarines,

I and underwater-launched missiles,

The high speed vertical planar trajectory predic-
tions were made using eqs. 2 through 4.* The equations were

solved by the numerical procedure presented in Appendix C.

LI The initial conditions and other input data correspond to

model trajectory measurements supplied directly by the Bureau

SI of Naval Weapons. Since the model is launched on a horizontal
tangent, all of the initial observed values of velocity and

3 displacement components are zero except for the initial longi-
Btudinal velocity, u(O). The value of u(O) is given by theI

slope of the observed xo versus t curve, evaluated at t = 0.
I But this slope cannot br, evaluated precisely since the curve

is not defined for t < 0. To circumvent this difficulty, the

I initial conditions for the trajectory predictions were evalu-
ated not at the actual instants of launching, but at times
somewhat after launching where the data curves are more clear-
ly defined. Typically, the initial value of t used in the

* Plus the subsidiary relation, q w e.
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I
TRAJECTORY PREDICTIONS

I High Speed Vertical Planar Trajectories

The ten trajectory predictions discussed in the

present section correspond to experiments in which a model is

launched with nonzero horizontal velocity and zero vertical

velocity and decelerates throughout a trajectory in the verti-
Wcal plane. The test vehicles range in density from 11 0.81

I 5 toW- 4.0. In eight of the trajectories (W> 1), the model

falls under the influence of gravity; in the other two < 1)

it rises. For model wi-h - 2.0, the longitudinal position

of the CO is v&ried from .0;5 model lengthb aft of the CB to1: .025 model length forward of the CB. In each run, the model

is launched at high enough velocity so that the flow is tur-

bulent throughout virtually the entire trajectory. Hence the

high speed vertical planar trajectorio are representative of

certain motions executed by full scale torpedoes, submarines,

I and underwater-launched missiles.

The high speed vertical planar trajectory predic-

tions were made using eqs. 2 through 4.* The equations were

solved by the numerical procedure presented in Appendix C.

The initial conditions and other input data correspond to

model trajectory measurements supplied directly by the Bureau

1of Naval Weapons. Since the model is launched on a horizontal

tangent, all of the initial observed values of velocity and

if displacement components arv zero except for the initial longi-
Itudinal velocity, u(O). The value of u(O) is given by the

slope of the observed x0 versus t curve, evaluated at t = 0.

But this slope cannot be evaluated precisely since the curve

is not defined for t < 0. To circumvent this difficulty, the

initial conditions for the trajectory predictions were evalu-

ated not at the actual instants of launching, but at times

somewhat after launching where the data curves are more clear-

ly defined. Typically, the initial value of t used in the

I Plus the subsidiary relation, q a ;.
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predictions corresponds to a time approximately 0.1 se after

launching. The values of the initial conditions and all other

input dat& for each of the ten high speed vertical planar

trajectory predictions are given in Table IV.

The values of the hydrodynamic derivative coeffi-

cients used in the final high speed vertical planar trajectory

predictions were theoretically estimated values (listed in

Table V). In particular, the estimates for the static and

das;ping derivative coefficienta, Z1# %$ Z1, and M1, are those
based on the va:.ue of zJ (zi - -9.6) computed using airship

theory, and a value of x1 (xJ - -0.31) corresponding to a

poirt 10% of the chord length aft of the fin leading edge
(see Fig. 3). As might be expected, the selection of these

values for use in the trajectory predictione was by no means

a straightforward matter. It was made only after a aeries of

preliminary calculations had been performed which yielded much
important and surprising information regarding the influence

of the hydrodynamic derivative coefficients on the predicted

trajectories.

The measured trajectory chosen as the model for the

first preliminary calculations, CIT Run P-56,* is one of the

trajectories to which prediction techniques previously have

been applied at NPO by Caster." In that previous work, all

but one of the hydrodynamic terms in a system of nonlinear

motion equations are specified and the remaining term (the

damping force derivative term) is varied to find the value

giving the best agreement between computed and observed tra-

jectories. Although the concept of varying this term Inde-

pendently of the other static and damping derivative coeffi-

cients is not realistic since it ignores the physical inter-

* The characteristics of the CIT model trajectories are sum-
marized in Table IV.
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I
dependence of these quantities,* the degree of accuracy

Ipossible through using this curve-fitting technique appears
significaht. In the three trajectories considered in the

previous study, the agreement between observed and predicted

values of longitude, depth, and inclination, respectively, is

to within 0.19 model lengths, 0.12 model lengths, and 1.1 dogs

(during the course of, trajectories of from 6.6 model lengths
i to 8.8 model lengths in total length).

As noted in the pievious section, the primary hope

for the success of Lhe present trajectory predictions was that

the computed trajectories would prove so insensitive to

variations in the hydrodynamic derivative coefficients that

even the wide ranges in the available values for these quan-

tities would not introduce significant errors in the predic-t' tions. This hope was soon dispelled by calculations based on

two different sets of values for the hydrodynamic coefficients.

One calculation was made using the values evaluated from the
NPO data (see Table II). The Davidson Laboratory prediction
based on these coofficients was virtually identical to the

FNPG prediction and hence agreed well with the observed re-

oults. The other calculation was made using the "average ex-

porimental values" for the coefficients (see Table i). In

this case, the predicted trajectory differed markedly from

the measured resulta. in particular, the maximum differences

between predicted and observed values for depth and inclina-

'a' tion were about 20 times at great and about 40 times as great,
respectively, as In the previcus calculation.

it is found that the hydrodynamic static and damping de-
Ii rivative coefficients derived from the NPQ results do not

satisfy eqs. B-I through B-4 for any reasonable set of
values for the quantities appearing therein. For' tnis

reason, their physical validity Is strongly doubted.
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The results of these two calculations demonstrat&1

conclusively that the scatter in the available values for the

hydrodynamic derivative coefficients was significant from the

point of view of its effect on predicted trajectories. Ad-

ditional preliminary calculations substantiated this result,

and also yielded information on the basis of which further

conclusions could be drawn. In all, a great many preliminary

calculations were made, and their results, taker individually,

have little meaning. Accordingly, these results will not be

presented in detail. Instead, the major conclusions to which

they led will be discussed, and the particular results lead-

ing to these conclusions will be noted.

It was found that the predicted trajectories were

extremely sensitive to independent variations of the hydro-

dynamic static and damping derivative coefficients. For ex-

ample, a mere 10% change in the value of MI -- much less than

the range of available values for this coefficient (see

Table II) was found to produce changes in predicted values of

depth and inclination as great as 0.19 model lengths and 2.9

degs, respectively. These variations are both considerably

greater than the maximum differences between observed and com-

puted results obtained in the NPG study."1 As noted previous-

ly, however, independent variations of the static and damping

derivative coefficients are not realistic in a physical sense.

Accordingly, the effect on the predicted trajectories of re-

stricting the static and damping coefficients to mutually

consistent combinations was investigated, by comparing the

results of trajectory predictions based on theoretically

estimated values for these coefficients (see Fig. 3) with

those of predictions based on coefficients obtained from other

sources. Since all theoretical values were derived by using

eqs. B-1 through B-4, they are necessarily self-consistent.

The coefficient values obtained from other sources generally

are not, It was found that the sensitivity of the computed tra
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jectories to variations in the values used for the derivatives

Iwas reduced drautically by restricting the combinations to
satisfy the self-consistency condition. The graphs in the

I left-hand column of Fig. 4 show the maximum differences

between observed and computed values of longitude, depth, and

I inclination obtained in predictions for CIT Run F-56 made

using theoretical estimates for the static and damping de-

rivative coefficients computed on the basis of x1 values from

-0.30 to -0.35 and zJ values of -9.6 and -11.7 (see Fig. 3).
The values for the other hydrodynamic coefficients used in

II all these calculations are the theoretical estimates given in

Table II. It is found that the variations in the plotted

values from one calculation to another are generally small,

particularly compared with differences attained in many of the
calculations in which inconsistent values were used for the static

and damping derivative coefficients. An example of the re-

sults of this latter type is represented on the graphs by the

values obtained on the basis of the average measured coeffi4

cients.

It also is seen from the graphs of Fig. 4 that dif-

ferences between the observed results and the Davidson Labora-

tory preliminary calculations for CIT Run F-56 are generally

of the same order of magnitude as those obtained In the pre-

I vious NPG curve-fitting analysis. This result gave rise to

new optimism regarding the prediction of the high speed

vertical planar trajectories, and prompted extending the pre-
1iminary calculations to additional model trajectories. The

results of these calculations arc summarized by the graphs in

the rioht-hand column of Fig. 4, which present data similar to

that in he left-hand column graphs discussed previously, butI
Uon the basis of average values for three runs, CIT Nos. F-56,

F-59, an,, F-64. The average magnitudes of the differences

jbetweti observed and predicted values generally are even

smaller than the corresponding quantities based on the F-56
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prediction alone. In addition, the variations in the average

quantities with xl and z1 are smaller. On the basis of tneoe

results, it was concluded that reasonably accurate trajectory

predictions could be obtained on the basis of theoretically

estimated values for the static and damping derivative coef-

ficients computed using any xl and z1 values in the ranges in-

cludod in Fig. 4. On the average, however, the closest agree-
ment with experiment seemed to be achieved using the z4 value

computed using airship theory (z w -9.6) aiid the value
x1 - -0.31.* It is for this reason that these values were

selected to be used in the subsequent trajectory predictions.

The selection of the theoretically estimated values
for th remaining required coefficients was , lmarily in the
interest of consistency. In any event, in the case of the
drag coefficient, X0, the theoretical value is identical to
the average measured value and hence is the only logical

choice. In the case of the remaining coefficients (the
virtual mass and moment of inertia coefficients), the question
is an academic one since the results of the preliminary calcu-
lations indicated that any reasonable variations in these

values have but negligible effects on the predicted trajec-

torte5.**

* The selection of this value for xl was also influenced by
the results of preliminary calculations corresponding to
CIT Run F-63 which were not inclvtded in Fig. , because
they did not cover tht complete range of x1 and zl values
considered there. However, the F-63 results do not differ
qualitatively from those for CIT Runs F-96, F-59, and F-64
discussed above.

** This rebilt is consistent with the results of an analytic
variation of parameter analysis made later for the case of
the straigrt horizontal trajectory.
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Curves of the values computed for xo, zo , i0, oa

I and 6 in each of the final high speed vertical trajectory

predictions are plotted versus t in Figs. 5 through 14,

I together with the corresponding values observed in the model

experiments. Tabulations of the extreme values of the dif-
ferences between the observed and computed values of each of

these quantities are presented in Table VI. The predicted

values agree with the observations (during the course of

trajectories of from 6.6 to 9.6 model lengths in total length)
to within 0.22 model lengths in longitude, 0.07 model lengths

I in depth, and 1.8 degs in inclination. In terms of percent-

ages of maximum measured values, these figures correspond to

less than 3% in longitude, 4% in depth, and 6% in inclination,
which indicates that the predictions are successful from an

engineering point of view. Relative to the results obtained

in the earlier NPO curve-fitting analysis, the present re-

sults also are impressive. As can be seen from Table VII.

which compares the Davidson Laboratory and NPG results for

all three trajectories considered in the earlier work, the

extreme values of the differences between observed and com-
puted trajectory parameters in most cases are smaller for the

prenent predictions than for the corresponding NPG results.

A significant feature of the results of the high

I speed vertical planar trajectory predictions is the relative
agreement with experiment achieved by those predictions in-

volved in the proliminary calcul-tions and those which were

not. As noted previously, the values of the hydrodynamic

I static and damping derivative coefficients used in the final

predictions were established with the guidance of the results

of CIT Runs F-56, F-59, F-63, and F-64 (Davidson Laboratory

I calculations 2, 5, 9, and 10). The remainder of the high

speed vertical planar runs were not involved in this work.

I As can be seen from Table V1 and Figs. 5 through 14, however,

the agreement with experiment achieved by a prediction is not

I
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noticeably dependent upon whether or not it was involved in

the preliminary calculations. This is regarded as strong

verification of the validity of the prediction techniques

which were employed.

However, the opposite result was found for predio-

tions made using the hydrodynamic coefficients evaluated from

the NPG data. The preliminary calculations included pre-

dictions made using these values, for two trajectories (CIT

Runs F-59 and F-63) which had not been considered previously

in the NFG analysis. In both cases, differences between ob-

served and predicted values oi both depth and inclination

angle were obtained which were greater (often more than twice

as great) than the maximum differences obtained fir all three

runs considered in the earlier study. This result was not

surprising, since the failure of the hydrodynamic static and

damping derivative coefficients obtained from the NPG data to

satisfy the self-consistency condition implied that they were

not physically realistic and, consequently, that predictions

based on them sholld not be expected to be generally success-

ful.

In addition to the numerical solution, which may be
regarded as exact, an analytic approximate solution applic-

able to the high speed vertical planar trajectories.was de-

veloped. The approximate solution is valid for trajectories

in which the transverse motions are not excessive. In parti-

cular, it is assumed that the following conditions are satis-

fied throughout the trajectory:
(W-B) sinel 2w Wq 0()

~AxX;U

cos 0 T 1 (10)

The approximate solution obtained on the basis of
these assumptions is presented in Appendix C. The results of
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I

the approximate solutions for four typical cases and the cor-

I responding results of the numerical solutions are presented

in Fig. 15. The approximate and exact solutions are in good

5 agreement except near the end of each trajectory. Therefore,

the approximate solution is of value on two counts. First of

all, it enables the engineer to make reasonably good trajec-

tory predictions with relatively little work. Secondly, It

lends itself to straightform.ard irt3rpretation and a direct

method of estimating the influence on the motion of the var-

ious parameters which appear in the motion equations. In the

I latter connection, it permits the problem to be treated in a

manner which is not possible when only a numerical solution

is available. However, since the variation of parameter

analysis is extremely complicated, it has not been included

in the present study. The general method is illustrated,

however, by the analysis performed later for the much simpler

case of the straight horizontal trajectory.

Straight Horizontal Trajectory

The trajectory prediction discussed in the present

section corresponds to an experiment in which a neutrally

buoyant model, whose center of gravity and center of buoyancy'

coincide, is launched in a horizontal direction and deceler-

[I ates throughout a one-dimensional trajectory along the line

of launching. The trajectory actually is a special case of

the high speed vertical planar motions discussed earlier in

the section beginning on p. 19. It is considered aiere separ-
ately, however, because restriction to straight horizontal

motion permits use of eq. 6, which may be integrated directly

to yield the solution

U u(O)
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where,

SxXou(o)
b - - (12)

Since o - u for the straight horizontal trajectory,

*0 " O) (13)

The solution for the longitudinal position is ob-
tained by integrating eq. 13 and making use of the initial

condition to get

X0 - T log (bt + i) + xo(O) (14)

The initial conditions and other input parameters

for the straight horizontal trajectory prediction are given

in Table IV. Again, the initial value of time used in the

calculation does not correspond to the instant of launching,

but rather to a time 0.02 sec after the launching (see dis-

cussion beginning on p. 19 ).

Figure 16 shows a comparison of the observed and
predicted values of velocity and longitude as functions of

time. As is the case for the more general high speed vertical

trajectory predictions, the computed values are in substantial

agreement with the experimental data. Quantitatively, the

agreement in longitude is to within 0.35 model lengths, or

less than 3.1% of the total t,.aJectory length.

Since an analytic solution is available, it is

possible to make a straightforward analysis to assess the

effects on the predicted trajectories of possible errors in

the values of the input data. Fox simplicity, the present
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analysis considers the effects of errors in only the most ob-

Svious sources, the hydrodynamic coefficients and the initial

conditions. On this basis, the total differential of the

longitudinal velocity is given by

I 0od0" o + dm, + 0 du(O) , (15)

where the apparent mass,

m- m - #Ax"Xl (16)

I has been introduced to add symmetry to the resulting express-

ions. Substituting eq. 13 into eq. 15 and evaluating the de-
rivatives that appear in the resulting equation gives

dx " t X 0 dX' + bt dm +0 (1)

BTr 0 dMi3-n1  bt

whence, to ",he first order of approximation,

*k Ii (A3 X bt +~4~ (i8)

i It may be concluded that inaccuracies in the pre-

dicted results due to errors in evaluating u(O) are not sig-

nificant. The basis for this conclusion is that the time-

deperdent error term which is proportiona to Au(O) never

becomes as large as the constant term, A which is knownII to be insignificant because of the perfect agreement between

the observed and predicted values at the beginning of the

trajectory.

To evaluate the relative sensitivity to errors in

I X0 and Xu, data from Tables IV and V are substituted into
eq. 16 and the result is compared with the value of X!, to

I find

I
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I

m,,- - -o.454XI (9)

But, on the basis of the assumptions of the analysis,

hm.,--+x4 , 1(20)

whence, substituting from Table IV,

Am, - - (.0211) (1.667) AXI -'- .0352 AXu (21)

Substituting eqs. 19 and 21 into eq. 18, and assuming on the

basis of the preceding argument that the errors proportional

to Au(O) are negligible, gives

At )X X bt (2
- (07T5 A -"AO /22)
Prom this result, it is seen that an error of a

certain percentage in Xt has an effect on the predicted value

of 1o almost thirteen times as great as does an error of the

some percentage in Xi.

Further, it is noted that, for t > 2 sec, the

approximatioh

bt =(23)

is accurate to within better than 10%. Substituting this re-

sult into eq. 22 gives

Akto  A AX,
Xo0 U C

II
Interpreting Ai0 to be the difference between the

observed and predicted values of longitudinal velocity, the

trajectory data for t > 2 sec are used in conjunction with

eq. 24 to give, approximately,
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xA Ax(
.o775 - T o = -. ,(Iu

where Xo + AX01 and X1 + AXI are identified as values of the
drag coefficient and the added mass coefficient, respectively,

which would yield predictions in perfect agreement with the

observed values.

Obviously# there are an infinite number of combina-

tions of and "yo satisfying eq. 25. The most interesting

of these are the cases where all of the error is attributed
to either one or the other of the coefficients. In particular,

it is indicated that either a 10% increase in the magnitude

of X, or a 130% decrease in the magnitude of X1 would bring

I the observed and predicted results into agreement. The second

alternative may be rejected as physically unreasonable since

it correspords to a negative value for the added ,uass. The

first alternative, however, is reasonable when considering

I the available experimental data for Xot (see Fig. 2).

m Low Speed Vertical Planar Trajectories

The eight trajectory predictions discussed in the

present section correspond to experiments in which a heavier-

than-water model is dropped from rest with an initial value

of pitch angle not equal to -900, and accelerates throughout

a trajectory in the vertical plane. The test vehicles vary

in density from W/B - 1.1 to W/B - 4.0. For a model with

W/B - 2.0, the longitudinal position of the CO is varied from

.005 model lengths aft of the OB to .012 model lengths forward
of the CB. Since the models are dropped from rest, the

motions run in or, at least, through the laminar flow regime.

Therefore, since actual motions of full-scale missiles are

invariably in the turbulent flow regime, the low speed

I
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I

vertical planar trajectory predictions are of little practi-

cal interest. In fact, their results are reported largely

because of their remarkable accuracy even though they were

derived on the basis of methods that see-ed grossly inappli-

cable. The first of these was the use of motion equations

(eqs. 2 through 4), formulated for conditions which are not

satisfied throughout by the low speed vertical planar

trajectories. This question has already been discussed at

length, In the second section. The second was the use of the

same constant values for the hydrodynamic coefficients as

were employed in the high speed trajectory predictions (see

Table V). This step, which is contrary to accepted theory, 
e

was necessitated by the limitations of the available hydro-

dynamic data (see Table I) and the lack of reliable techniques
for theoretical estimation of the behavior of the hydrodynamic

derivative coefficients at low Reynolds numbers.

The initial conditions and other input parameters

for the low speed vertical trajectory predictions correspond

to model trajectory tests reported by Price.7 The initial

values of time used in the calculations correspond to the in-

stants of dropping in the tests. Hence all of the initial

values except 0(0) are equal to zero. All input data for

each of the low speed vertical trajectory predictions are

given in Table IV. Because of the lack of practical interest

in the low speed vertical planar trajectories, detailed re-

sults of each cne of the calculations are not presented. For

illutraulve purposes, curves of the values predicted for

x0 , Z0  0, Z0, and 0 in three typical calculations are

plotted versus t in Figs. 17 through 19, together with the

corresponding values observed in the model tests. Extreme

values of the differences between the observed and computed

values of x0, zo and 0 for each trajectory are presented in
Table VI.
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The low speed vertical planar trajectory predic-
tions are considerably less accurate than are the high speed

predictions. The average magnitudes of the maximum differ-
I ences between computed and observed values of longitude,

depth, and inclination are, respectively, 0.14 model lengths,
0.14 model lengths, and 2.9 degs (see Table VI). The cor-

responding figures for the high spced vertical trajectory

predictions are 0.09 model lengths, 0.03 model lengths, and
0.9 degs, respectively (the comparison is all the more sig-

nificant since the high speed trajectories have an average
total length, in model lengths of more than twice that of the

low speed runs). However, the extreme value of the differ-
ences between the predicted and observed values of depth hasi' a magnitude of but 0.35 model lengths. houghly, this means

that the displacement is predicted to within less than 10%
of the maximum measured depth. This constitutes an adequate

estimate for many engineering applications, and a remarkably
accurate one in view of the assumptions made in the analysis.

I Straight Vertical Trajectories

The seven t-ajectory predictions discussed iz this
section correspond to experiments in which a heavier-than-

water model is dropped from rest, with an initial pitch angle
| Nequal to -900, and accelerates throughout a one-dimensional

vertical trajectory. The trajectories are special cases uf
the low speed vertical planar trajectories discussed earlier,

in the section beginni.ng on p. 31. They are considered hare

I separately, however, because of their relative simplicity
(see ciscussion in the first and second sections). The pre-

dictions were made using eq. 8, which may be written in the

form

S _Q2 U(26)
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where

W- B (27)

?(28)

Note that the substitutions are made in sutih a way that the

constants C and n are real numbers. Equat on 26 is inte-
grated to obtain

u . tanh (Cnt) (29)

where the initial condition u(0) - 0 is incorporated in the
solution. Therefore, using the Table of Direction Cosines

(Appendix A):
2"; ta.a ( t,t) (30)

0 7

The solution for the depth is obtained by integrating eq. 30

and using the initial condition, zo(O) - 0 , to get

I0zo  log cosh ( cnt) (31)

The input data for the straight vertical drop tra-

Jectories are design values (i.e., they correspond to the

standard Basic Finner configuration) rather than actual

values measured for the various test vehicles. The reason
for this is that the actual values of the input parameters
are reported in ref. 7 for only some of the models tested,

and it was desired that the predictions be made in a consis-

tent manner. Preliminary calculations showed, however, that

the magnitudes of the differences between the design values
and those actual values which are known are not great enough

to affect the predicted motions appreciably except in cases
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I
where the specific gravity is close to unity. The values

3 used for the two required hydrodynamic coefficients, X1 and

X1, are the constant theoretical estimates derived as shown
U
in Appendix B. The values of all of the input parameters
for each of the seven straight vertical trajectory predic-
tions are given in Table IV.

Curves of the values computed for z and io in each

of the straight vertical trbjectory predictions are plotted
versus t in Figs. 20 through 22, together with the corres-
ponding values observed in the model tests. It is seen that
the predicted and observed values agree well in every case.
With the exception of Calculation 20, the extreme value of
the difference between the predicted and observed values of

depth has a magnitude of 0.13 model lengths, or about 1.6%
f of the maximum measured depth (see Table VI). The value tor
SCalculation 20 is 0.38 model lengths, or about 4.7% of the

total depth. But this calculation corresponds to experiments
Iin which certain modifications, too slight to be reflected

in the estimates of the hydrodynamic force and moment coef..
ficients were made to the test vehicles. Moreover, the
models in two of these runs were released by hand rather than

* by the mechanical launcher used in the other tests. Hence
the greater discrepancy was expected.

I In spite of the excellent agreement with observed
motions achieved by the straight vertical trajectory predic-

tiono made on the basis of a constant drag coefficient, it
was felt that some attempt should be made to reconcile the
results with accepted theory, i.e., to show that the inclu-

Ision of a realistic Reynolds number dependent component of

the drag coefficient does not significantly affect the pre-

dicted trajectories. Accordingly, trajectory predictions
corresponding to CIT vertical drops F.9 and F-47, 48
(Davidson Laboratory Calculations No. 21 and 26) were

I
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repeated on the basis of Reynolds number dependent drag coef-

ficients. These runs represent the extreme values (least and

greatest, respeutively) of Reynolds number variation in all

the trajectories of this type. Hence, it is reasoned that

any significant Reynolds number dependent phenomenon must

manifest itself in at least one of these two runs.

Reynolds number dependent drag coefficients were

derived by amalgamating available Basic Pinner deta and em-

pirical and theoretical results for the low Reynolds number

range which are presented by Hoerner.4" Two different ex-

pressions were employed, one based on the laminar flow drag
characteristics of a sphere and the other on the characteris-

tics of a flat plate. The expressions employed were tailored

to approximate the laminar flow data in the low Reynolds num-
ber range, and to approach the value used in the constant

coefficient predictiona as the Reynolds number increases into
the turbulent flow regime.

The expression for X9 based on the characteristics

of a sphere is

Re
X011 M- Da - - (32)

where D. M 0.45 and Re M 24. v ft/sec. Figure 23 includes a

graph showing the variation of X' with Reynolds number over°s

most of the range covered by the vertical drop trajectories.

When eq. 32 for X' is substituted in the straight

vertical trajectory motion equation (eq. 26), the result is

written in the form

u _ ns2 u - 2 u (33)
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where

l , R a (35)

-m - X

and C2 is as defined by eq. 27. Note that the substitutions
are made in suoh a way that the oonstants are real numbers.
Equation 33 is integrated to obtain

where

I~ Q.. 1.1 + 1( )4 ,I
1:t O () 2  (38)

and where the initial condition u(O) - 0 is incorporated in
the solution and eq. C-9 is used with 0 - - '. The solution

for the depth is obtained by integrating eq. 36 and using the
initial condition zo(O) -0, to get

Zo M (X_02)t + _ log [11(f .2X (39)
n52 i c"

I The expression for X' based on the charaoteristics

of a flat plate is

I
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Here, R 59.5 [V ft/sec]/, but Dp is given dif-

ferent values for the two different trajectory predictions.

In the prediction corresponding to CIT Run No. F-9, Dp - 0.35.

As seen from Fig. 23, this value is such that X1 approacheso p
the constant coefficient value of -0.45 as the Reynolds num-

ber approaches the maximum value attained in the observed

trajectory (approximately 0.4 x l0).

In the prediction corresponding to CIT Runs F-47,
48s, Dp - 0.45. As seen from Fig. 23, this value is such that

X1p is considerably greater in magnitude than the constant

coefficient value of -0.45 throughout the Reynolds number

range attained in the observed trajectory. Nevertheless, it

is sufficient to show that including a term of this type is

unimportant, since it overestimates rather than underestimates

the effect.

No analytical solution was obtained for the straight

vertical trajectory motion equation with X; ' X-p. It was
0 p

solved by a numerical procedure similar to that used in the
solution of the vertical planar trajectory motion equations.

Tho straight vertical trajectory predictions ob-

tained on the basis of the Reynolds number dependent drag

coefficients substantiate the predictions obtained assuming

that the coefficient is constant. In none of the four repeat

predictions were the results appreciably different from the
original computations. This result indicates that terms pro-

portional to accelerations (primarily inertial terms) are so

dominant in the low velocity portions of the trajectories

that even large errors in the oydrodynamic coefficients are

unimportant.
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I

jCONCLUSIONS

Observed trajectories could not be predicted using

hydrodynamic coefficients determined from available experi-

mental data alone. However, coefficients obtained on the

basis of existing theory yielded predictions that agreed well

with the observed motions (see Table VI).

I Computed trajectories were particularly sensitive

to independent charges in the values used for the hydrodynamic

static and damping derivative coefficients, Z, M's Z', and
Mt. However, when the values were kept consistent with re-

lations expressing the physical interdependence of the coef-
ficients (eqs. B-1 through B-4), they could be varied over

fairly wide ranges without appreciably affecting the predic-

tions. This result i. particularly significant, and efforts

I should be mad- to generalize it. In particular, its validity

for the case of a more representative hydrodynamic missile

(e.g., a standard torpedo or submarine type configuration)

should be investigated. Such an investigation could be in
the form of calculations similar to those performed in the

present study. The problem also could be approached analy-

tically, however through the use of approximate methods

which make analytic soluti,,i of the motion equations passibic

1I (e.g., the approximate solution developed herein).

It is felt that the present results demonstrate

clearly the potential value of simple analytic methods for

predicting hydrodynamic derivative coefficients, and it is

urged that greater emphasis be placed on their use in the
~future.

From a practical standpoint, the important results

* of the p,ecent study are those ertaining to high speed tra..

jectories. The low speed trejectory predictions also are in-

* teresting, however, hecause of their surprising accuracy.

1 rudtcttorn of stralght (zero attack angle) vertical drops

!
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from rest agreed well with observed trajectories# even though

a constant drag coefficient corresponding to turbulent flow I
was used in the calculations. Low speed vertical planar tra-

jectory predictions, although markedly less accurate than the

high speed predictions, nevertheless yielded results con-

sidered adequate for many engineering applications, in spite

of tho fact that the calculations took into account neither

nonlinear hydrodynamic normal forces and pitching moments

(although angles of attack as great as 300 were attained) nor

variations of hydrodynamic ooufficients with Reynolds number.

The reason for the unrealistic simplicity of the mathematical

model used in the low speed planar predictions was the lack

of any reliable experimental or theoretical basis for estima-

ting the extensive hydrodynamic input data required for a

more sophisticated formulation. The surprising accuracy of

the predictions is attributed to the dominance of terms pro-

portional to acceleration (i.e., inertiai terms) in the low

velocity portions of the trajectories. It is felt that any

improvement in the accuracy of thc low speed vertical planar

trajectory predictions requires the performance of experi-

ments to obtain detailed hydrodynamic force and moment data

for the Basic Pinner in the low Reynolds number high attack

angle regime.

All available Basic Pinner trajectory test results

have not been considered in the present study. In particular$

several heretofore unpublished six degs of freedom trajec-

tories also are available.28  It is reoommended that attempts

be made to predict these more general motions. To do this,

it will be necessary to make extensive measurements of hydro-

dynamic roll moment as a function of roll angle, attack angle,

roll angular velocity, end other motion parameters. It is

recommended that these measurements be made using a rotating

arm facility, which has been shown to be effective for such

tests4 2
9'

s 0 31 At the same time, the hydrodynamic static and
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dampLnz derivative coefficients should be measured. This will

I permit the values used for these coefficients in the present
study to be compared with a set of values derived uniformly

1 from the results of a single static experiments

I
I
I'
I
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Nomenclature for Treating the Motion
of a Submerged Body Through a Fluid

Introduction
The study of the motion of a rigid body through said to be stable If, when slightly disturbed from

a fluid is considered u a general problem in Je this state, It returns to it, with perhaps a slight
motion of rigid bodies under the action of gravity change in position of path. Since there are various
and hydrodynamic farc. Thus a choice of possible states of equilibrium, there ire, conre.-
nomenm4lature for this field must borrow front both spondingly, various possible kinds of stability;
rigid dynamics and fluid mechanics. these are defined In a subsequent section of this

Like most problems In hydrodynamics, an exact Bulletin.
theoretical solution of the equations of motion is Although the motion can be described ads.
availale only for an deal fluid. However, as is quately only with reference to some fixed co.
well known, for small deviations from uniform ordinate system, it is shown in texts on dynamics
linear motion, the equationis of motion lii a real that the equations of motion of a rigid body are
lid can be linearized and solved in terms of a set expressed most conveniently in terms of a rec-

of coeftclents, which re determined either by tangular coordinate system moving with the body,
theory or by experiment. the so-calleu body axes. Consequently, It has

Frequently, rather than to determine the trajec- been necessary to introduce nomenclature for de.
tory of a body, It surike to obtain a meature of scribing the orientation of the body axes relative
Its stability., A body in a state of eq, ilibrium is to the fixed axes.

Body Characteristics

It is supposed that the body is elongated and Flow, Axis
5has well-defined forward and after ends, such as The origin 0 of a right.handed, rectangular,

nose and tall, or bow and stern. It is assumed coordinate .y*-t fixed in the body I choen
also that the body has a "principal plane of sym- either to coincide with CG, when CG is in the
metry," " slhown in Fig. I, and that there is a principal plane of symmetry, or at any convenient
normal attitude of the boly, with th- principal point in the principal plane of symmetry when CC
plane of symmetry vertical, -o that the top (deck) does not lie in this plane. Body axes x, y, s, coinci.
and bottom of the laxiy cat be defined. The (lent with the principal axes of inertia at 0, are
body may be equipped w;di wings, stabilizing then 4efned as followu:
and control suraces, an,4 it niay be self-propelled
or towed. x the longitudinal axis, directed from the

after to the forward end of the body
Suciric PoINTS or BODy y.. the transverse axis, directed to starboard

CB .. center of buoyancy of the body S. the normal axis, directed from top to bot-
CG .... center of .mass of the body torn (deck to keel)CUIeaetro h xi The sv-plane is the principal plane of symmetry.CM, me'.acenlter of the lody
CP .... center of pressure of the body
CS static center; center of resultant oi COORDINATES AND DISTANCiS

weight and buoyancy
0 . .. origin of body axes (to be defined) xa, ya, so coordinates of CB relative to body axes
TP .... towing point or towed point x., y., so. coordinates of CG relative to body axes

I
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Fixed Axes-Orientation and Motion of Body
PixBD Axits x. In aetwitance with this procedure we have the

It will be assumed that the accelerations of a f ollowintg definitions:i point on the surface of the earth can be neglected
so that a set of axes fixed relative to the earth may 9 ... the angle of trim (or pitch); the angle of ele-
be considered as fixed axes. Choose a right. vation of the x-axis; i.e., the angle between
handed, orthogonal met of "fixed axes," U , , Ox and the horizontal plane xeye, positive
fixed relative to the earth, so that the xe and ye axes In the sense of rotation from the so to thi
ae in a horizontal plane, and the trais is vertical x-axis
and directed downwards.

xf..... the fixed longitudinal axis, in a fixed direc- .'
tion In a horizontal plane, considered as
the forward direction

Ys. he fixed transverse axis, perpendicular to xf
in a horizontal plane, directed to stariloard

is... the vertical axis, directed downwards

Oa11xtTATION OF BODY Axats
All a.,plar displacements will be taken as posi.

advancing in the positive direction of the axis of
rotation (right-hand screw rule).It

The orientation of the body axes relative to theII fixed axes can be desceribed in various ways. In
aerodynamics the orientation of a body in space Is I W1
usually described In ternms of an angle of pitch or y-41%Itrim 9, an angle of yaw J', and an angle of roll or 0II01
heel 0. In addition it is necessary to introduce at second set of angles a, 0. -. which describes the
orltntation of the body relative to its direction of 1. ew,,wsrd

1Kmotion. FIo. I..- O51INTATION OP DoVV Axas ILATIVi TO
PIxma AX9s IN Tas op . J. #. VoweD Psom Dosw3SPACE OUNEINTATION 0, J, 0 AND COaahCSFONDNO X, PLANK3 ANGULAR VKLOZWII (IF BODY

PI The space orientation of the body axes X, y, s
relative to the fixed axes xe, ye, to may be describffi 0.. the angle of yaw; the angle from the vertical
by the following procedure (we Fig. 2). First plane sox, to the vertical plane six, positive
Suppose the axes x, y, s, to coincide with the axes in the positive sense of rotation about the
xe, ye, So. Rotate the body about so through anl It-axis

3 angle of yaw j' so that the axes xo, ye assume the ... an ange of roll; the angle from~ the vertical
.5 intermediate positions xi, yl; then rotate the body xso-pliene to the principtJ plane of sym-

about the new position of the y-axis through -, mnetry xs, positive in the positive sense of
angle of trim 0, so that to moves to SI and x, moves rotation about the x-axis
to x,- finally rotate the body abo~ut the new posi-
tion of the x-axis through an angle of roll # so The direction cosines of A-. y, t relative to xe, y4,
that the axes yi, aI assunie their final positions y, so oniay be tabulated as in Table I.

TAHLK 1. I)R C O N CS OF Boty Axns I4KLATIVIC To FixiD Axvs IN4 TeRms op 0, ~

X0  Cos 0Cos~ -Cos #sin +4in sim * Cos ~ sit) sin4 +isin 0 Cos 4Cos~

yo Cos 0sin' C-os 0Cos,~ +Sin 0sill 0sin ~ -sin Cos# +sin 0cos 0sin~
so -sinG I os 0sin~ Cos Cos*
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Also, for the direction cosines of It relative to the principal plane of symmetry of the
the body axes, put x, - -sin 0, xv- coos0ssn 0, velocity of the origin of the body axes
of - Cos 0 cos*0. relative to the fluid, positive In the pol-

Let 0, q, r bethe components of the angular tive sense of rotation about the Y-auis
velocity vector relative to the body axes x, y. D... the drift or sdesllp angle; the angle to the
Denote the time derivatives of 0, .,*byD 0 . principal plan of symmetry from the
We have the following selatluns:, velocity of the origin of the body ane

relative to the fluid, positive in the pool-
q -~coG5I~+Dos4tive menueof rotation about the s-axis

F 'cost cos# - #sin# We have the f'~lwing relations between the
p, q, P' .. angular velocity components relative to velocity veciw. and these angles (see Fig. 3):

body axes x, Y. a; angular velocities of tnV-+/
roll, pitch, and yaw sin 0 - -/

VftLocflv Or ORIGIN OF BODY Axas-AmoL'Wt or where V is the velocity of the origin of the body
ATTACK a. AND Dain 0 axes relative to the fluid.

It should be recalled that the origin of body eMo+V2+ S
axes 0 Is taken to coincide with the center of U-U+V+*
mass CU, when the CG Ie in the principal plane Conversely, we have
of symmetry,

Let,vP, whe the componentslIn the xyaco- V - UCO6 a cosf
ordinate system of the linear velocity of 0 relative V- -VUsin P
to the fluid, w - U sin acoo#

No v.w. .components along body axes of velocity of MOTION OUINTATION 0, 0, J AND
origin of body axes ftlatlve to fluid CoitssPoNWio ANouLAit VsLocrnims or H1mw

11 or V., velocity of origin of body axes relative to For bodies towed in a horizontal straight line,
fluid. In general, the symbol VI is used the fixed xe-axis inay be chosen to Coincide with
in this Pulletin the direction of motion. The orientation of the

Some of the hydrodynamic forces which act on body axes x, y, s relative to the fixed axes x., Ae, so
a body, the so-called static forces, depend on the mnay then he expressed In terms of angles a, 0, and
orientation of the body with respect to the relative ~ eie sflos

a, .... the angie of attack, defined in the previous
section

...the drift or sideslip angle, defined in the pre-
A vious section

, U .... an angle of roll;' the angular displacement
U about the xe-a'xis of the principal plane of

symmetry frmn the vertical, positive in
the positive sens of rotation about the
xt-axis

When the orientation is specified in terms of a,Y 0. -f. the angles of attack and drift are independent
of the angle of roll. Thii is not the case for the
0,, *0system. Indeed 0 - a and~ 0 only

Fin. 3,-OsIuNTArIOM OF hoov Aug* RVLAtrivs To when * - 0. For this resson it is preferable to
VSLocaTY OF ORIGIN use the angles a, A. y in camse where some point

in the principal plane of symmetry moves in a
fixed direction.

fluid velocity, This orientation is specifie by The direction cosines of x, y, s relative to
the velocity components N, too w but is more usually x, yo, so may be tabulated as in Table 2.
given in terins of angles a and 0 which mtay be Denote the' time derivatives o( a, 1), -1 by 6, 4.
defined as follows (sce Fig. 3): We have the following relation between p. 9,P
a... the angle of attack; the angle to the lonigi- ad(o4 :

tudinal body axs froin the projection into - sin a + -y coo a Cos
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TAm.u 2.-Da1cnow COsWS oF Bony Axes Rnt TIV TO FixD Axes IN TUN or a, , I
a -----. X y,-..-~-

Xe cu a coo -sinD dn a os l
yo sin as n f +cosa a n 0 cosV cencoll V -coo a n T + n sin 0 cosV'
61 -sin a coe y +coo a in Din y cm sin c ,onaso y + in asin Osn y

S- in. . angular dispceme t of the bow plane, poi-

A cosea+ +uinacos tive in the sense of positive rotation
C.cabout the y-axis

COMaOL SURPA I I,.... angular displacement of the stern plane,
l ..... aular displacement of a control surface postive in the se cf positive rotation

6,, .. rudder anlti, positive in the sense of pwi. about the y-axis

tire rotation about the -ais

Forces and Moments
It Is convenient to distinguish between the dynamic force normal to lift and

hydrodynamic fr ce, which include the propeller drag, positive to starboard
thrust when the body is self-propelled, and other L .......... lift; component of hydrodynamic
externd forces such us those due to gravity force in the principal ploe of gym-
(weight and buoyancy) and towlines. metry normal to relative flow, pal.
As is the case for angular displacements, too- tive when directed from bottom to

arnu e taken as positive in accordance with top of body (keel to deck)
the right-hand screw rule. K, , N. hydrodynamic moment components

relative to body axes, referred to as
X, Y, Z_ . hydrodynamic farce components reia- rolling, pitching, and yawing Mo.

tive to body axes, referred to as ments, respectively
longitudinal, lateral, and normal Q .......... trque about the aris of a control our-
forces, respectively face, with appropriate subscript

D or R ..... drag component of hydrodynamic T ......... towline tension (pronounced toll)
force in direction of relative flow; T., F.. T,c , omponents of towline tension rela.
may be qualified by an appropriate tive to body axes
subscript to indicate a component W or A .... weight of the body; W - m
of the drag; resistance B ......... buoyancy force

C.......... cros force; component of hydro- W - B .... resultant of weight and buoyancy

Dimensionless Forms
A given physical quantity will be non-dime,- M m , IU 1, I,

sionallsedbyconiderinl itsdimensionsintermeof ( -8, - -, 1' r-, -
mas, length, and time as fundamental units, and

dividing the mass by (h)#1', the length by 1, and When a stability analysis has been completely ex-
the time by 1/U. For example, the dimensions of pressed in non-dimensional form, the primes may
OM/g are num X (length)' X (time) - 1, Hence be omitted, provided that a statement to that

by I I.. effect is mde.
I q ( ' )p' f (I )PU BODY 8HAPs PAIAHUTnUS

is the corresponding dimensionles expression. The shape of a body may be described conveni.
The non-dimensionalized form of a given physi- ently in terms of the ratios of some of its ,rincipal

cal quantity will be indicated by the prime of that dimensions, such as:
quantity, unless explicitly defined otherwise.
Thus b' - b/i ...... beam-length ratio
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d'- deI ........ diameter.length ratio of a body Cm M/(f)oAIU'. pitching moment coeff.
of revolution cent, alternate form

lid ........ finemn ratio N' N/(h)#IIUI .. yawing moment coefficient
11' - fl/i ...... draft-length ratio Cm N/(1i0i)IIU ... yawirg moonent coefficient,

beH ...... beam.draft ratio alternate frm
C, - A./bl. .... maximum section coelficient
S'- SI ....... a wetted.aurfoee coellkicint CornPFtCIMI Of tATIC PFsaCa DIRRIVATIVIS

S1/' I .... a wetted.surfae cofficient The partial derivative of a tore or moment com-
Y' - V/i'... volumetric coefficient ponent X, Y, X, K, M, or N with respect to a
C, - V/A... prismatic coefficient linear or angular velocity or acceleration a, v, w,
C. - V/Ilb .... block coefficient 0, ., r, , 0,. , , I will be designated by the force
a - b/A, .... aspect ratio of a wing or moment with the velocity or acceleration as a

VYAcITIns AND ACCRMMATIONS suscript; e.g., 0 Y/Op - Y,.

a' - U/ U, 0' -t/UX - (X. I X. X
w' - w/U.... ... dihensionles velocity -- ,,, -,j)i ( U

' ' U1, components if,, . IV Y. Y., O' lU,, 0' 00=0 (WlU,, V,.. R;'-PR'
' - ,/)' ........ dimensionless aelera- Z.P _, ZP -,

tion Components Zo' - Z).i' ' (IA)ijTU' z . )-'U
pi-A /U.'- 91u anua e(npNIN)oPAvoaaI vAT asn

r - /U ........ dimengionles angular
velocity enmponents Note that also X.' - OX'/bu', X.' .x-/avl,)WI/ W ' , oil V1'IU, etc.

V' - W/111 .... dimensioleas angular CORI'FICIRNT% OF ROTARY ORCR DRRIVATIV~IN
acceleration com-. P %

0 P, ." (IP_, X,)IP

Foaca AND .OMRNT CORFFICIRNTr

Since forces and mouients are frequently non- I" - (PI)#'U' | ' '  ( Y)"'1)'' (I)lU
dimensionalized in terms of S. A, or I', alternate
forms will be presented, Z . - Z " . Z Z,
X- X/(1Ij),l'U' hmlgitudinal force coellicient d' (1())' -
Y' - /(Yl )'U'. lateral force coefficient
Z' - Z/(1 2)piU . normal force coefficient Note that also X,' - bX',1bpP, X# -

D' - D/(1,i)pIUI ... drag or resistance coeflicienit etc.
C - Dl()PA Ul ,,drag or resistance coeffi- VIRTUAL. INKRTIA COKPflICIRTNS

dent, alternate form
co - D/(i/j)p VII/U.drag or resistance coeffi. X' - , X ,, X

dent, alternate form (i--w' - - I ,  J/i-)O-'
C, - D/AV)PSU' .... drag or resistance coeffi.

cdent, alternate fonrn IV - '1,- y -i
C, - Dl/(l4),SU". friction drag or resibtance ()" (i)p/i' 00,11Scoeffiient Z, .z , ,
C, - D,/(I/i),VU' residuary drag coefficient;, - (1 Z" i2)013' - (!/)PI,

~~~C, - C, - C, '
¢' - C!(N)pt"U".. cross force coefficient X0 X XC,. - C/(' )PA U'. cross force coefficient, alter- (7i0" " (1 2j#" ,' ---

nate form
L /(Ij)pI'U '. lift coefficient I ' ' D,, )' 0 (1 ) "4 (i 1

CL L/(' )pA U'. lift coefficient, alternate ( - 'i' ( ,I
K' - I( . form z o, Z, -K' - KI(0 .)llU 1. rolling moment coefficient ( Z' = (I'p/4' Z' - --0 -Cm - K/(i O)PAIU' rolling inoiiellt coefficient. (P/I
alternate forin Note that also X"" . - O 0X' ''(. X'/OO,-

,l1' M/('2 )pl'U' pitching moment coefficient etc.
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COaMPIC.NTR OF STATIC MOMRNT DRR.VATIVIVKN - * -- ' - -- K,' A,x. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )l K#, so , . , ),^ -n', --
K - .. 1 K' - K. , K1 K) (), 01400P

(TJP) p"U mo M, M i . M ' - A
T l, Al --

Alf Al, At (4)RPL" 400

No N' - jj__
M.' ~ ~. ,N ( , op ( , IV,' ,

(%)W'U Note that alm K.' - lJK'/O', K,' - aK '.

N' N N, N '- N. etc.
00~PlU' N GP)' w (N)p CourpicIswra or ROTARY MOMENT DBRIVATIVUE

Note that alm K,' . 8K'/Ob', K.' - DK'/a', K ('4, ' K,etc.A, )';K,N-0-1-1Vx, (W01,u

VIRTUAL MOMENT OF INERTIA CO. lPICINNT1 ' - Al, - l

k K, -K,' Al ,= W ol N O , O, No _( 46 0-__ _ V
moo - M. ' ,Al if##, N,' N, N ,

N,' - N, N' N, N,' N, Note that alm K,' - OK'!0p', K,' - K','6',e,'-[P"I,' '  ( , (4-01- ,011 etc.

Linearized Expansion of Force and Moment Coefficients
In the following analyic, all quantities are non- have the linearizid Taylor expansion

dimensionalized, m that primes may be omitted. X x. + X (-
It will be assumed that the hydrodynamic force - . U.) + X.(V -'v.) +

and moment coelcienta depend only upon the X,.(w - we)
non-dimenslonalized linear and angular velocity + Xp - p.) + X .(q - ) +
and acceleration components; i.e., X - X (n, V. X,.( - o)
w, p, g , r At to, pA. #. 6, with similar forms for + X,.( - 11.) + X.(# - 0,) +
Y, Z, K, M, and N. X6.( 0 - 0)

Let No, ,, V., A ,, , q. , P. ., i.., 4., ,. describe + X00) - 0.) + X.( - ) +
the state of motion of the body at a time 1,. XPO( -

Then, for small changes from this initial state we with similar expressions for Y, Z, K, AM, and N.

Equations of Motion for a Free Body
The smplest form of the equations of motion is as has been iwoposed when CG does not lie in the

obtained with body axes coincident with the prin- plane of symmetry, the equations of motion as.
cipal axes of inertia, and the origin at the center sume the more complex form
of mas CG. Por this cae the equations are, i X .x mwId t. qw - m - x(q .4- r) +dimensionless form,0 - t) + s(Pi + 01

X - mid + ru - rVJ with similar expressions for Y and Z.
Z - mlib + pv - qul K - 1,0 + (1, - ],)qj +

X -l~p+ I, I)q, l, ~ - qw) - $a(# + ru - P01l
I M - I4+ (I, - ,)rpN -,i + (1, - )Pq with similar expressions for M and N.

The linearization of these equations in a particu-
When the origin of the body axes is not at CG, lar problem introduces considerable simplification.

A
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Equilibrium Equations fMr a Towed Body
The application of the proposed nomenclature plet cae, when the towline Is attached directly

to the cme of a stable kite or paravane will be to the body (single point of attachment), we may
considered as an example. Equations for deter- take the origin of body axes, 0, at TP, so that
mining the attitude of the body when the hydro. xe - yr - or - 0.
dynamic characteristics of the body ae known The equations my he written as follow:
will be preted. ,

It will be supposed that the body is towed ata X(a,0U)+ F, + ,(W-B) wo

uniform speed in a fixed direction in the horizontal Y(a, 0. U) + t + N(W - B) - 0

plane, Let the xraxis he in the direction of tow, Z(a, A, U) + F, + A,(W - B) - 0

Since equilibrium is assumed, the hydrodynamic K(ca, 0, U) + yrF, - ar T +
forces and moments are functions of u, v, and w, (W - B)(yAa, - 5a"") 0
or a, A, U only; e.g., X - X (Is, V, W). M(. 0, U) + Err, - XrT, +

The resultant of weight and buoyancy is the (W - ) - X', - 0
force W - B in the so direction, acting at CS. N(a, J, U) -:- xrF, - yrF, +
The direction caines of the s-axis relative to the (W - B)(xln. - yen') 0
body axis, to, me, n,, in terms of a, 0, y, may be
rtad from Table 2. Since n,, xv, po, are functions of a, 0, v from Table

The towline tension arcts at a point 7P whose 2, and xr, y,, or are also assumed to he known
eordlinates (x,, Yr, sr) are functions of a, 0, t. functions of a, A, y from the bridle geometry,
which depend upon the type of bridle used for these are six equations in the unknowns a, 0, ?,
attaching the towline to the body, In the sin. F,, F, F,.

Physical and Other Terms
p. ................. m an densty A .................. linear ratio Ao full size body
I ............. acceleration due to gravity to model
F - U/v'gl, V/-V'ji. Froude number I .................. time
,c...... . ... coefficient of viscosity m .............. ... a frequency
P............... kinenatic viscosity, A/p AS - / ....... Strouhal numbers corre.
A - Ul/p, VI/, . S, - "11/U sponding to various linear

dimensions
R- Ud/, "Id/v, keynolds numbers corre- # .................. cavitation number
R. - Ux/, VX/N. sponding to varivos linear or ................... roots of the stability equa.
RI - US/, VI/P.. dimensions tion, i - 1, 2, ...

Definitions of Stability
MnTACKNTRIC STABILITY stability implies that the metacentric height m

A body, floating in equilibrium either cont- is positive: that is, CM is above CO,

pletely submerged or on the surface of a fluid, is
said to have meelacaa/rr stability if, when disturbed TRANSLATIONAL STABILITY

from the equilibrium position in either trim or In discussing the directional stability of a body
heel, it returns to the original position. If it is it is convenient to distinguish between the stability
stable against a disturbance in heel, it is said to of the body when restrained to move only like a
have Ira.,mere mehaeilprir stabilily. If it is stable weathercock, and the stability of the unrestrained
againlet a idisturbance in trinl, it is said to have motion,
longislinal .nelaentri4 thability. A body may (a) Static (or Weathercock) Sabiliy. Suppose
hav' netmmttric 'tability atout a irAition other the boly to be movisg in a constant direction and
than the upright 1xisitin; in thL case, the rosi- restrained so that its only freedom of motion is
d11s of vilsimibriurn must be stated. Metacentric that of rotation about an axis perpendicular to
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the direction of motion. The body Issaid to be (b) Dytims MdYeUyeonCuae. A body isa statically stable about the given axis in some said to be dywoiasy ,bkf on cem. If, tifter Its
j equilibrium orientation about it, It It returns to steady ptate motion has been slightly disturbed

ths rentation after a slight disturbanice. If the from a straight course with Axied control surfacess
body Is stable about the transverse axls, It Is said It resumes its motion on another steight course.
to have s"* Pikkilool *~Wy, in this cue, the A~ ship Is said to be dynasisioy sisli ina is w'I slope of the pitching moment curv Mo is negative. ir, after Its motion has been slightly disturbed
1f stable about the normal sale, It Is said to have front a given circular turn with Axied control
sll yossixg sldbilily: In this case, the sA"p of surfaces, It resumes a motion In a turn ot the
the yawing moment curve N# Is negative. Static mine diameter, with a slight displacement of the
stability requires that the center of pressure lie path.
aft of the ais of rotation, Thc negative iagni. Dynaticl stability cams be further classifieds
tudes of the derivatives Us and Nit for some orien. kijOsnli oft~illy, for t,'fllon In the plan ofI ~ ~tatlon of a body are a measture of the static stabil- symmetry; or kukWo .islUI, for niotion Invol,.
ity of the body, Ing rolling, yawing, and sideslipping.

SummaryI:Operations Banimple Definitions
(dot) uver z symbol A1 - duds Derivative with respect to time
(prime) of i symbol Wm - w/(j4)p11 Non-dimensioal form of a symbol

subscript, Nowo0 1 0 1 of r, i* 0 , 4, or V, - a Y/60 Partial derivative with respect to stub.
0 applied to X.VY Z. K. Ul, or N scroipt
(prime) of result of previous ope. Y,' -(0 'O) Non-dlmensloal form of the partial

tion -bi)"/Op, derivative with respect to the sub-

Symbol formula Defnition of symbol
A' = WA, Aspect ratio

A A' A/it Aprojected area, qualified by an appropriate
ES US D ~ ':P o~u~ psaberptivl

AApAs A&' -. AO/' Projected area of bow plane, rudder and stern
A,, Art, As A,' - A,I' Area of projection of submerged part of body on

Coo - As/bil ye, a, and xy-planee, respectively
b V - b/i Rlesin of body

CA Center of buoyancy
CG ... Center of muss of body
CM Metacenter of body

Cis Center of pressurt
CIT Static center; center of resultant of weight and

ES' - Ebuoyanfl/
d or do -pill /iameter of at body of revolution

Dor R Do- D/(1j)p1I' Drag fo"c; resistance
Ch, - D/O J)pA U1
Cv - DW911

DIC, - fl,/(!,S,U' Friction drag
Do, C, - D,1('42)P.511  Rtesiduary drag, C, - C, - C,

...F r o d e n u mb e r, U , V ' II, v 'g s1
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Typical non-dimenuional
Symbol formula Definition of symbol

Ia. Acceleration of gravity
0 or am , 1...1 Metacentric height
UI it,i 1l/1 Draft of abody
h .. The depth of submergeneof itsubmerged body
A *...The hull height of a submerged body, measured

from the bottomi to the top of the hull (pm.-
nowweed height)

Ia, ., , 4'- I/(~)P Momenta of inertia about X, Y, I axes. reslectlvely
Radius of gyrationho, h1, he be, ba/I Radii of gration about x, y', a axes, respectively

X, M,. N X' - K/(f)P11LI' Rolling, pitching, and yawing momenta, respec.
Ca - X/(%~)pAIW' tivel

K, ,'- K,/()PVI - OK'a' Typica static moment derivative; derivative of

X&' - K4/( J)pl' - OK'/bNl Typical moment of Inertia cotelclento' derivative
of a gnoment component with respect to an
acceleration component, MI/8,

X, Ne' - X',/0~ tOPl'U - OXW/Op' Typical rotary moment derivative of a moment
component with respect to an angfular velocity
comnent,"M OK/60

KO K0 / ) - OK'/bp' Typical onogment of inertia coclt; derivative

of a ent c om neht with respect to an
Ior L It M A characteristic length of body

LIL' - L/Q t),I'U' Lift forre
Soc G~l& - LAYM)p (11

So, log, No h.cin oieso.eria relative toD body axes

01 to Anua eoiiso ol pitch, and yaw, respec.

Q Q, Q0 10Torque Aitasofacontrol surfaceR or D .,.Resistance or drag force
RRdu o unngpto radius of curvaturr
A. Rd. Rgo Re .. Reynolds number, III/, Illy We/v ue/P

Soe/1Wte surface area
3s, Stoua number, WlI U. nd/l

F F, FNOPTwietension (pronounced toll)
7,, Fit F, Components of towline tension relative to body

axes
TP ... u/ Towpoint at body01, V w No 01/11Longitudinal, transverse, and normnal compo.

nt-nts, respet tlvely, of the velocity of the origin
11 orV U1of body axes relative to the fluid
V orV U'- IVelocity of origin of body axes relative to fluid

V V' -V/S' Volume of body (pronounced vol)
4 a V/Ibll Block coefficient
Coo V/IA, Prismatic coefficient

W or A W' - W/O O~PI/'1 Weight of body
XI y1 a X, - X/I Body axes, or roordlinateA (if a point relative to

body axes
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,Typieal .,g..dimensional
Symbol formula Definition of symbol

4x, y, a ..... Coordinstes of center of buoyancy relative to
, body axes

X. yo, xf' - xe/ Coordnates o center of mas relative to body axes
X, yo to ....... Fiked am, orcoordinates of a point relative to

ixed axes
x., ye, a, ..... Coordinates of stAtic center relative to body as
Xr yr. .. Coordinates of towpoint (at body) relative to

body axes
X, . Z X' - X/(I)$PU' Longitudinal, latea, and normal componet,

respectively, of hydrodynamic force on body
X, X1 .- X%/I(),t'U - aX'/a' Typical static force derivative; derivative of a

force component with respect to a velocity
component, Ux/60

x, X:' - X./(),J' - X'/I' Typical Inertia coefficient; derivative of a force
component with reer to an acceleration com-
ponent, bX/bd

X, X, - X,/O%)p'U X'/6' Typical rotary force derivative; derivative of a
force component with respect to an Angular
velocity component, OXlv#

X0 X, - Xa/(h)PP - bX'/4i' Typical Inertia coefficient; derivative of a force
component with respect to an angular aceelers.
tion component, OX/b,)

a, 0i ....... Angles of attack, drift, and roll, respectively
i ...... Thickness of boundary layer
I .... Angular displacement of a control surface
1,, 8,.I, ...... Rudder angle, bow plane angle, stern plane angle

...... IWeilght of body0,.,0..... Anglles of pitch, yaw, and roll, rspectively
I...... Liner ratio, full-scale size to model size
0, ....... Coeicient of viscosity

Kinematic viscosity, /# ..... Mes density
Cavitation number

f ...... R fstability equation, 1- 1, 2,...

I
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OTHER SYMBOLS

Othor symbols used in this report not included in

the SNA1E Technical and Research Bulletin 1-5 (pp. A-i through

A-13) follow:

Dimensionless Forms. The characteristic area used

in forming dimensionless quantities ia Ax, the maximum cross-

sectional area of the bare hull. The length 4 is the overall

length of the missile.

Origin of Body Axes. The origin of the body axes is

considered to be the center of buoyancy, CB, of the hull.

A,B,C,D,A*,B*,C* constants appearing in approximate fcrm a
of high speed vertical planar motion
equations

(Ap) F  projected area of (2) fins I

AR' aspect ratio of fins - augmented to
account for fin-body interference
effects when used in Prandtl formula
for z'.

b constant appearing in solutions of I
motion equations

bt tip-to-tip fin span

C body interference vertical force coef-
zBi ficient

Cw fin normal force coefficientwI
C z fin normal force derivative coefficient

based on kAp) F

Dp, Rp constants appearing in representation
P for Xt based on the drag characteristics

of a flat plate

D, R constants appearing in representation 3
for XL bases on the drag characteristics

of a sphere g
R-898
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INN

S1o moment of inertia of displaced fluid

K,,KmK5 1K4  constants appearing in approximate solution

of motion equations for high speed vertical
planar trajectories

MV  added mass of parallelepiped - used to
estimate virtual masses and moments of
inertia of fins

Mj apparent mass

qH,, qp homogeneous and particular componentsp
HIprespeotively, of solution for q obtained

from approximat4 form of high speed vertical
planar motion equations

I eqastx dimensions of parallelepiped# in cm - used
in calculation of added mass

S0 oinitial value of time in trajectory pre-
to dictions

% base drag coefficient

Xt friction drag coefficient

X0p_ drag coefficient function based on drag0p characteristics of a flat plate

X1 drag coefficient function based on drag°0 characteristics of a sphere

io(xOI)BH (zwt)BH

(x,)BH. etc. hydrodynamic coefficients of bare hull

(N1) ,V etc. hydrodynamic coefficients of fins

1b x-coordinate of base of hull

I xF  x-coordinate of point of application of
(w)
wFI

R-898
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xi x-coordinate of point of application of z,

z, increase in normal force derivative due to
the addition of fins to the bare hull

Am,$ AX,

Au(O), etc. errors In ,values of input parameters

At iteration period in numerical solution of
motion equations

Aio, Aio, etc. errors in solutions of motion equations

, ) constants appearing in straight vertical tra-
jectory motion equation with constant drag
coefficient

CBS vey 4 constantp tppearing in straight vertical tra-
jectory motion equation with drag coefficient
function based on drag characteristics of a
sphere

constants appearing in solution of straight
vertical trajectory motion equation with drag
noefficient function based on drag character-
istics of a sphere

constants appearing in approximate solution
of motion equations for high speed vertical
planar trajectories

01 02 croote of indicial equation in approximate
solution of motion equations for high speed
vertical planar trajectories

T 7function appearing in approximate solution of
motion equations for high speed vertical
planar trajectories

-898
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APPENDIX B
EVALUATION OF HYDRODYNAMIC DERIVATIV7E COEFFICIENTS

1. Evaluation From Experimental Data

a. Fairitz of Curves

Certain datt were presented in the form of graphs

Iof hydrodynamic force and moment coefficients plotted versus

angle of attack. To evaluete derivative coefficients from

these data, curves were faired and the values of their slopes

or intercepts were estimated. Since the curves were faired

by "eye," the process was repeated several times, by two dif-

ferent people. The reported values for the derivatives are
averages of the repeated evaluations.

b. Conversion of Coefficients from
Aerodynamic Reference Frame to x, y, z System

Forces and moments measured with respect to a

standard aerodynamic reference frame (see sketch) may be con-

verted into bydrodynamic coefficients with respect to the

* x, y, z frame with coin-

cident origin by applying

fthe following three
e,.,uationa:
¢ - -CD con a+CL sina,

- -CD sin a-CL com ,
M, - -CM

In the present case, however, it was more convenient to trans-

form the derivative coefficients themselves. Uping the pre-Iceding equations, taking the required derivatives and evalua-
ting them at a 0, gives the necessary relatlonships:

-CD CL

a D0aM', = -CM

R-898
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,. oonversion orf.erivatives with res ot to a
into Derivatives wi h rosni9t to '

From r.ig, 3 of Appendix A,

herefore, by. the ohain rule for differentiation,

:,... .. J.h| ~z w, "IO
Thus for a Op

_4s Conversion-of Yaw Plane Derivative
. ito'Pttoh, Plans' Derivative

Because the xy plans andl the xx plans are similar
planes of symmetry for :tho Basic Firmero tho yaw plans and

~pitch-plant hydrodynami, derivatives are directly related by

" -the following for ,ulasp easily-de rived by geometric considera-

*I - Z1 I N r'

w v

e. Conversion o D Derivatives o
-intoz System with-Origin at B

Let quantities measured winrhespect to the xayz
rame -ahose origin is at, the CB be i'drfitifed by the subscript

-the onsider onother xyoz coordinate bsystem whose origin

I
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has coordinates (xtpoo) In the "a" frame. Let quantities
masured with respect to this frame be identified by the sub-

script "t." The hydrodynamic derivative coefficients

measured with respect to the "t" frame are converted to the
"S" frame by application of the following equations.3

(z ), - (z x()

(ZV), - (zO)

(%)I " (%)t - x, (zw)t

I ( M q#) -( 1, [(- )t + (%)t] + '' (zw)t

(" )- (N)t -"j' [ A)t + (Mpt] + x' " (w t

f. Conversion of Derivative Coefficients to
Stand.rd Xondimensionaliation Basis

The characteristic area used herein in forming

I dimensionless quantities is Axs. the maximum oross-sectional

aisa of the bare hull. The length 4 is the overall length of
the missile. Derivative coefficients based on different non-

dimensionalising parameters are converted to this basis, by
multiplying them by appropriate ratios. For example, if
(Mqf)AO denotes the coefficients of damping momeit derivative

based on maximum oroes-sectional area and maximum dtameter,
I i.e., q -7 pAxds (K')Axod the conversion is made by applying

I .M. (4)' (Q),.

I where M4 denotes the coefficient based on Ax and 4.

I
I

R-898
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2. Sample Calculation

Several of the procedures desoribed in the preced-

ing section now will be illustrated in determining one of the

derivative coefficient values. The example shows the deriva-

tion of the value of % based on data for a 4"D wood model

reported by Heald and Adams."

The relevant test data are presented in a graph of

[M')A d vs (, where the interior subscripts indicate the

nondimenslonalizing parameters, Ax and d, and the exterior

subscript t indicates that the origin of coordinates of the

xpYpx system is not at the CBE but at the base of the missile**

4 11a I

: , OI ll
+, I
Repeated fairings of theme data by two different I

people yielded estimates of dlopes in the range, 23.0 e
[(M)Ax,dt ' 25.1 (amin radians). The value used in the

* Thiu to riot the notation of ref. 5. It has been introduced
hero vor consistency with the preceding sections.

R-898
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subsequent calculations is PaM)Axodjt -24.0. This value

S oorresponds to the line shown on the graph above.

aTo convert to the nondimenoional form based on A.
and to the rules on p. B-3 are used to give

[Ma]t ( ) [M.)Ad]. f) (24.0) - 2.40

Then, using the results on p, B-20

t (~-Mat - 2.40

To adjust this value to the xoyos coordinate system
with origin at the CB by the methods on p. B-20 it is neoes-
sary to know the corresponding value for the coefficient of
static force derivative# Z1. Repeated fairings of the Z'I: vs a ourve and application of the results on p. B-2 yielded
the range -12.0 Z -11.8. Using the value Z' - -11.9

together with xl - 0.40o the dimensionless longitudinal

coordinate of the base relative to the CB yields the final
result

[N1 [IIJt - x.. [Z,,t - 2.40 - (-.4)(-11.9) . -2.4

I 1 3. Theoretical Estimates

The hydrodynamic static and damping derivative oo-

il efficients were estimated by means of relationships based on
geometric arguments. These equations, similar to many geo-
metrically founded relationnhips commonly used in theoretical
aerodynamisole were formulated in the form below by Strumpf'.

z I - (z'l)B + ol(3-1)
I . (w)BHZ'- (z4QH- xlu! (13-2)

'- (MQBH - xlzl (B-3)

' -.M :M)BH+XIZI (-4)

R-898
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where the coetfticients with subsoripts "EH" represent bare

hull values, nj is the increase in the statio toroo deriva-

tive ooettioient due to the addition of ftins to the bare,

hull# and xj is the dimensionlems longitudinal coordinate of
the point of applioation of ml, The bare hull coefftioents
were estimated usir slender body theory as developed by

Munkle s and modified by Allen and Pe:kinso" KellysO and

Maw tins" On the basis of these rss,lts,

(Z')B - -2.0-

(NS 2(C p + Ve,

- .2x '

where 0p is the prismatic coefftioient and xi is the non-
dimensionalised x coordinate of the bass of the hull,

The vo)uo of sl was estimated using two ditfferent

theories, The first of these# due to Flax and Lawrence#@@

usee low aspect ratio wing theory to predict the oontribu-
tion of' the ,inm and the eults of Low and Stone, 4

Spreiterps e and Lennertm4° to account tor the tin body Inter-

f~erenae effects, sl is determined from

on (A(-

where C., is the tin normal force derivative coefficient

based on wing area, d is the body diawiters bt is the tip-to-

tip fin span# C Bi is the body interference normal force oo-

eftticient C is the fin normal force coefficent# (Ap)F is

the projected area of the (2) cino and A is the body oross-

sectional area, The values of both Cs and the ratio C*O /C*w

R-898
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T.

are obtained from curves presented by Flax and Lawrence. The

values obtained are C - -2.5o CZ/Czw 0.38# on the basis

of which, eq. B-5 yields z4 I -11.7.

The second method of predicting zp used previously
by Davidson Laboratory and others in airship and torpedo work,

uses the Prandtl formula for slliptically loaded high aspe.

ratio wings,i s  (A )

where the augmented aspect ratios ARt, is defined by

I

ARI bt (B-7)I 0
where o is the chord of the fins. This definition of the

aspect ratio of the fin system accounts for the effects of

all fin-body interactions. On the basis of eqs. B-6 and B-7,
I Z - -9.6.

No theoretical or empirical method for determining

xl precisely is known. Experimental evidence indicates, how-

ever, that xf corresponds to a longitudinal coordinate of the

fin on the body. Accordingly, estimates for #, Z', and MI
were made on the basis of all xl values correspondng to fin

I coordinates, and for zi values derived using both the low

aspect ratio thecry and the airship theory. The results are

I presented in graphical form in Fig. 3. The values ultimately
selected for use in the trajectory predictions, corresponding
to zl - -9.6 and xl - -0.31# also are listed in Table I.

The drag coefficient X~p was estimated with the
3 guidance of empirical results published in the literature.

The effect on the drag coefficiont of the mutual interference
i between the body and the fins was assumed negligible. Thus,

Xo =x()o (B- 8)° X)BII + (B-S)

1- 898I -



I'
where (X )B and (X'), are, respeotivelys the coefficients

for the bare hull and for the fins, each evaluated as though

the other component were not present. A value of (xA)1- -0.24

was estimated on the basis of experimental data for two-

dimensional wedges presented by Hoomner." The friction drag

coefficient for the bare hull, (X01 )B, was estimated to be

-0.13p a value which approximates fhe Sohoenherr friction

line for Reynolds numbers near 2xlOe. The base drag coeffi-

oient for the bare hull# (X )BH a was estimated using an

empirical formula presented 0y lloernerp
4

0 0.029

f" H

which give (XIb)B - -0.08. It was assumed that the bare

hull coefficient# (X,),,, is equal to the sum of (X1f),, and

(XI)EH . On this basis, eq. B-8 yields X; - -0.45.

The longitudinal virtual mass coefficient, X b also

was estimated on ths basis of published empirical results.

Again, mutual interference effects were neglected, so that

Xi - (Xi) +(jF(B-9)3- ux BH,

where the subscripts have the seme connotation &a In the

representation for X;. Yes-Ta Yu e reports experiments in-

dicating that the virtual mass of two cylindrical cups placed

base to base is equal to the virtual mass of a disk having a

radius the same as that of the cylinder plus the mass of the

water contained in the cylinier. On the basis of these re-

sults, it was assumed that the virtual mass for the Basic

Finer bare hull may be approximated by the value obtained

for the corresponding disk. According to the experimental

results,' this is given by

R-898
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I,
3.41 r3

uxi BH #- It_

g whence, (X)B - -0.11

It was assumed that the loneitudinal virtual mass
of one of the Basic Pinner's wedge-shaped fins is equal to
that of a flat plate fin with thickness equal to the maximum
thickness of the wedge. This value was estimated by means1' of an empirical formula for the virtual mass of a rectangular
parallelepiped also developed by Yee-Tak YuB 7

6. , P6.3 + 3.5 esst,'/M (B-10)

where mv is the virtual mass, in grams, p is the fluid density

in grams/cmre, and 2 sl, 2 a, and 2t, are the dimensions of

the parallelepiped# in cm# 2t, being the dimension in the

I dirbotion of the acceleration. Since this formula is not

dimensionally homogeneous, it cannot be written in terms of

I nondimensional quantities. Consequently, the calculation

must be made relative to a particular sized configuration.

For this purpose, a, w t, 2 cm) a. - 0.16 cm was chosen.*

This corresponds to a.configuration 4 cm in diameter (see
Fig. 1), intermediate in size relative to the configurations

employed in the Basic Pinner trajectory experiments. On this

basis, mv - 1.91 grams, whence (Xl)F - -0.03. Substitution

I |into eq. B-9 gives Xi - -o.l.
a u

To estimate the normal virtual mass coefficient,
IZ1, fin-body interference effects again were assumed to be

w
negligible. Thus,

* The variation in size of the configurations employed in the
model tests has very little effect on the results of these
calculations.

R-898
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w i MJm~ wvi i I , , .. .. . .- .m,

Z4 (Z4) O + z4) P (B-11)

The bare hull coefficient, (Zi)BH, was assumed to be equal to

that of a prolate spheroid with the same length-diameter

ratio as the Basic Pinner hull, According to the results of

Lamb ss this is given by

(zW)B- 0. 96 DVolume) -- o.9 2Cpi

whence, (ZI)w - -1.6

It was assumed that the normal virtual mass of one of the
Basic Pinner's wedge-shaped fine is equal to that of a flat
plate with thickness equal to the average thickness of the

wedge. This value was estimated by applying eq. B-10, in this
instance taking a, = as - 2 cm, t1 = 0.08 cm.* Thus mv - 39.6
grams, whence (ZI) - -0.3. Substitution into eq. B-Il gives
Z4 - -1.9.

The virtoal moment of inertia coefficient# MA, was
estimated by. means of the equation

M. _(MI) + X1(zI) (B-12)
q qE BH F (Z P

This equation was derived by analogy with eq. B-1. Inter-
ference effects, however, were neglected. Hence xi is the

dimensionless longitudinal coordinate of the point of applica-
tion of (ZI). taken to be the longitudinal midpoint of the

fin, i.e., xt - -0.35. The bare hull coefficient, (MQ).
was assumed to be equal to that of a prolate spheroid with
the same length-diameter ratio as the Basic Pinner hull.

• See note on preceding page.
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From Lwmbp,

0.87 I
(M(V)B,, - - ' 1

where IYO is the moment of inertia of the displaced fluid.

Thus (M)BH a .-0.08. Substitution into eq. B-12 gives

MI . -0.12.

The second order derivative X', was estimated on

II the basis or the results of potential theory# which indicate"e

X'q -ZI

whenoe,1:m XIq r -1b9

The values of each of the hydrodynamic coefficientsm derived hereia are reproduced in Table V.

l!I

iI

!
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APPENDIX C
SOLUTION OF VERTICAL PLANAR NOTION EQUATIONS

Numerical (Exact) Solution

Let to denote the initial value or the independent
variable t (time). The initial values u(to), w(to), q(t 0 ),
and e(t0 ) are given. Equations 2 through 4~ are solved ror

the three unknown quantities, i4(to), 4(to), t(to), to obtain

At t ) . o [.I)S] 0t0) fA 2 ff (t + [(t)] *(o~o 4m 9AgI.$ [%(*)(s( - .8)

t'~~uuw -f AX441 [ y " -T .o

[a -fA4][I~'Y"4J- '.'(0-2)

t) #A.4M.u( t)W(t0) M( iO fAtaM'u(t)q( t) Wx.o coo [0( to)] + mx04(t 0 )

Iyy (C-3)

where the value or 4(t0) is first obtianed from eq. C-2 andthnsbtttdit q -t ov o Io.Tevle
ofthe lusitearad inola vteq. C-3 to sovo At ae, vaue

the first order of approximation#

Iu(t 0 + At) - u(to) + (t 0 )at (c-4)
W(t0 + A0) - W(t ) + kt )At (C-5)

q(t0 + At) -q(to) + 4 to)At (C-6)

R-898
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Now, since - O, q b (see Appendix A). Thus

e(t o + At) - e(t 0o + b(to)At - eit o) + q(to)At (C-7)

The velocities of the body relative to the fixed

(xo, yoR SO) coordinate sy.tems are obtained from the results

of eqs. C-4, C-5, 0-7 by applying the following transforma-

tion equations (see Table of Direction Cosines, Appendix A):

I o(t) - u(t) cos e(t) + w(t) sin e(t) (c-8)

i o(t) = -u(t) sin e(t) + w(t) cos e(t) (c-9)

I The position is then obtained from

I x0(t + At) - X0 (to) + 0 (t 0 )At (C-l0)

* z0(t 0 + at) - u0 (t o) + (t 0)At (C-1l)

where the initial values x (t ) and zo (t ) are given quanti-

i ties. The results of eqs. C-4 through C-11 are now re-

garded as the initial data# and the same procedure is re-

peated. The process is continued until t attains a value cor-

S responding to the value of time specified as the endpoint of

the run.

3If the functions involved are well behaved, the

sequenaes of functions obtained by this procedure will con-

verge as the increment At is taken smaller and smaller. In

the present case, the results obtained on the basis of

At - 0.005 sec are indistinguishable from those computed

using At - 0.0025 sec. Accordingly, the former value is used

in the predictions.

SI The solution was programmed and coded using the IBM

1620 Fortran programming language.3 7 The calculations were

f performed using the IBM 1620 Computer Stevens Institute of

Technology.I
R-898
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Analytic (Approximate) Solution

Upon substitution of eqs. 9 and 10, eqs. 2 through

4 may be written in the form

u u2  (C-12)1
m - #AXJX3 I

- A + (Bw + Cq)u (c-13)

.A* + (B*w + C*q)u (C-14)

A-re, (W-B)(I~ _ #AtM) WMX 2
(c1)

B , " ZA tz r - #Ax .3 + #A.X. (c -1)

(m+* #Ax'Z4)(i yy - AX(M1)+(AXt2M4t O - x)Mx0 (017GC ... D ... (0-17)

(w-B) mx 0  w-m(,(.- #A -z )A*..-= . D - 0 (-18)

B*- ....... (c-1o)
,v D

D = ( - xtw(yy -(m - rxxl_ X2 (C-21)

The longitudinal force equation (eq. C-12) is identical to the

equation for the straight horizontal trajectory (eq. 6).
Hence the solution is given by eq. 11. This is substituted

into eqs. C-13 and C-14. Introduction of a new independent'I

variable, I
R-898
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~~~mh uE mih+um81A ( -22

in the resulting equations gives

dw: +((xw~b + juq (0-23)

I:2- + K(2 T+ ~ (c-24)
where x - D .O u O , * B u O ~ ( ) ( -5
Eqato C-2 Is sove fo w* an differentiatedX wit respect

the rTihulrsltionr sbsituen t by-3tooti

where

KSM ~X*A + (b - XI K,- ~bg - b(X + JA") + (A~*X A x*) (-o

Hence '.he complete solution Is

I as can be verified directly by substitution into eq. C-26.

R- 898
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I
Equation C-31 is substituted into eq. 0-24 to ob-

tain the solution for the normal velocity,

K r
(0-32)

The remaining unknown oonstants# K. and ,* deter- !

mined from the initial conditions, are given by

K3-C IbA.* 3qO-3w() A*
q~o) r, .]w~o)b~oI- 7F )

(C-33)
KI - q(o) - K, -Y- (C-34)
Now,~ ~ ~ d d"o,=O q= b Therifo.re, integrating{

eq. C-31,

| e == (OlJ T O +l

~whev.e the constant of integration, determined from the initial

conditions, is given by

K, - 0(O) - + + (C-36)

Solutions for the longitudincl and vertical dis-

placements may be obtained similarly by integrating eqs. 11

and 0-32. This is not done in the present work, since it is

felt that the solutions already obtained are sufficient for

the comparisons for which they are intended. The important

results are repeated below in terms of the original independ-

ent variable, t. 3
U = U(11)

R- 898
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W = j (boa- *)XK(bt+1)1 ' 4 (bag- u*) Y(bt+)0' 1 + (b-p*)-A* (bt+l)
(C-37)

~ .[~ ](bt+1)0±+l[i!S.~ (bt+l)09+l+ n(bt+1) a + K4

(0-38)

The various constants appearing in the equations are evaluated

by the successive application of the equations by which they

are defined. The veloaJoies of the body relative to the

fixed (xO* yoS Zo) coo 'dinate system are obtained from the

above results by aprlying eqs. C-8 and C-9.

I
I
I
I

I
I

!
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TADIJ II!
COMPARISON OF VALUES OF z PREDICTED USING TWO DIFFERENT THEORIES

WITH EXPERIMENTALLY DERIVED VALUES

VALUES OBTAINED FOR Z1

CASE NO. VEHICLE REFERENCE
EXPERIMENTAL FLAX AND LAWRENCE AIRSHII

THEORY THEORY

I Submarine 38 -2.78 -3.67 -3.15

2 missile 29 -2.29 .3.24 -2.51

3 missi le 39 -2.51 -2.01 .2.44

4 missile 22 -14.5 -13.5 -11.8
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I

I TABLE V

PARTICULARS OF THE BASIC PINNER MISSILE

Diameter of bare hull, d 1.000

I Length of bare hull, 8 10.00 d

Maximum crose-sectional area of bare hull, Ax  0.785 d2

i Wetted area of bare hull, S H 27.0 d2

Bass area of fins (4), (Ab)p 0.320 d2

Wetted area of fine (4), 8F 8.16 d2

Pvoeoted area of fine (2), (Ap) F  
2.00 d2

Total volume, Vol. 
6.53 d3

Moment of Inertia of fluid displaced by hull, I y 36.8 Pd5

Hydrodynamic Coeffictntel*

X' ........ .0.45 Zq r

Xj ........ ZA a .Yp.. 0

I X x,.. 0 % -... .2.12

Xaq -% ". -1.9 %I a -N4 ... 0

V X tre x . , MI . N .... -1.24

Z' Y;.... -11.6 M4 * NJ.... -0.12w v Mw

q = Yp.... .1.9

e See sections beginning on pp. 10 and 19.
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,I

TABLE VII
€COMPARISON OF OL AND MPG RESULTS

OL CIT MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OBSERVED AND COMPUTED VALUE

CALCULATION RUN LONGITUDE, %0  DEPTH, % INCLINATION, I

NO@ NO, MODEL LENOT.*5. MODEL LENGTHS DEGREES

DL NPG DL MPG DL MPG

2 56 '09 .11 07 ,12 1.e 0.

8 762 .11 .19 .01 .06 0.4 1.1

10 F-64 .07 .00 01 .08 0,4 0.8

' !
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+ HE[ALO & ADAMS, WIND TUNNEL (41.S -1NIl I
0.1 0 SAVITDKY S PROWSI, TOWING TANK, *(STINO) $TOUT/IBODY, DIAME[TER RATIO 4i[7I

0 8AVITSKY S PROWNS, TOWING TANK, p. N 1
(ITING) STRUT/IODY, DIAMETER RATIO ' .101 OL

- KIRMIN, WATER TUNNEL (R11F.1) -CIT

04 -w s

03

0 4 6 1 I12

RNOLDS NUMBR X 10"

FIGURE 2. EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED VALUES OF DRAG
COEFFICIENT VERSUS REYNOLDS NUMBER
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0 zx ,SASEO ON AIRSIP THEORY
+ ;, RAtED ON LOW ASPECT RATIO WING THEOY COEFFICIENTS

NPG CURlVE-FIT"

AVERAGE FOR THREE RUNS

COT RUN F-5O CIT RUNS F-56,59,64
(DL CALCULATION 2) IDL CALCULATIONS 2,5, 10)

2.09

0.3 - AVERAGE MEASURED COEFFICI.... 0.3

ISEE TABLE 11

S0.2 + + 0O.2 +

0.1- 0 - .-- K 0. o.+

op 0 0~ 0 0

I0 0.32 0.34 g TO.30 0.32 0.34

0.70

03 AVERAGE MEASURED COEFFICIENTS 0.

II SC5AL
0.2 .2 02

030 0.32 0.34 -03 0.2 0.34 -a

6 AVERAGE MEASURED COEFFICIENTS 6

SEE TABLE 3

+w
+ +

4. + +0 +
.2 0 0 -2 +

0 +_ ~ 0

0 A A a I
030 032 034 . 030 0.32 0.34 *a,:

FIGURE 4,~ MAGNI TUDES OF MAXIMUM DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OBSERVED AND
COMPUTED VALUES OF TRAJECTORY FARAMETERS WITH VARIOUS
SETS OF HYDRODYNAMIC INPUT DATA
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5. POINTS CORRESPOND TO CIT MEASUREMENTS
* SUPPLED BY REAU OF NAVAL WEAPONS
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FGURE 5. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED TRAJECTORIES FOR

DL, CALCULATION NO. I
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LINES CORRESPOND TO OL PREDICTIONS

POINTS CORRESPOND TO CIT MEASUREMENTS
* SUPPLIED BY BUREAU OF NAVAL WEAPONS

40 ------ 1-* S

46 ___ 1 1.667 FT.

48 21

so ..-- ~- I yy 00O? SL.- FT! 16

40

120 - ~ -__ - 2 4 0

160 32

>2_11
200 - -__ - 40a

240 -- -- 40

zo

2 0 5

000

0 4!:
0 0.4 0.8 .21.6 2.0

TIME-SECONDS

FIGURE 6. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED TRAJECTORIES FOR

DL. CAL.CULATION NO 2
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